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CHAPTER I
INTEODUCTIOi:
Statemerxt of the Problem
Purpose of the study .— Books on educational psychology ajid teaching
methods make frequent reference to the imtportance of recognising the
child's interests, hoth inside and outside of school. For a long time,
educators and guidance counsellors have recommended that interests be used
in the classroom as a motivation for learning, and as a means of helping
the individual pupil in his personal as well as his scholastic ad-justments.
Today, the well-run school is considered something more than a place for
parents to park a child from nine in the morning until three in the after-
j
noon; and its pupils are more than mere sounding hoards for the state syl-
labus, or check marks on an attendance sheet. In the modern school, the
"whole child" learns happily. In turn, he is studitc/ by his teachers and
counsellors — in the classroom and on the playground, in the commu.nity
and in the home.
Yet, with the best of intentions, the average teacher finds that she
has all she can do to keep up with routine class work. She has little
time to devote to an exhaustive study of her pupils' interests. The need
for developing some convenient and inexpensive method of recording these
interests, in a form which could be readily available to future as well
as to present teachers and counsellors, became apparent to the writer
while trying to face some of her teaching problems on the junior high scliool
level. In her exploration of educational literature, she found that the

theory of pupil interests was discussed at some length, "but that surpris-
ingly few practical suggestions were offered for "building up something
like a cumulative interest file for each pupil.
Of course, individual interests and activities may profitably "be
studied on any school level, "but this thesis will concern itself mainly
with the juni6r high school group, with special reference to the senior
high school where points made are applicable to "both.
This study includes five major sections: first, pertinent literature
in the theory of pupil interests; second, common methods of locating them;
third, a description of the writer' s procedures in the study of her pupils'
interests; fourth, a proposed method of recording this data, and five
illustrative case-studies; and fifth, a sumjiary chapter of findings, con-
clusions, and recommendations.
Significance of the study,— Every year a new group of pupils enters
the classroom with varying degrees of physical and emotional maturity, dif-
fering capacities and personal preferences. The earnest teacher will want
to use every means at her command to help each individual child nake the
most of his potentialities in all directions. This study is one teacher's
attempt to thinlc through the pro"blem of finding a prgctical method of re-
cording pupil interests, standardized for use "by every mer;ber of the staff.
This information, filed from year to year and including as many contacts
with the pupil as possible, could become a valuable part of his cumulative
record,
1/
Ereyer urges that interests be carefully recorded, pointing out that:
1/ Douglas Freyer, Measurement of Interests in Relation to Human Adjust-
inent^ Henry Holt Company, llew York, 1931, p, 569.
•
Ideally, the genetic interest history should he a part of
the developmental record of the individual from hahyhood,
throughout childhood and adolescence into adulthood. , . . The
interest history might he kept by the parent who is in contact
with all the sources of information, hut in all likelihood it
will function hest in the hands of a school counselor.
However, few interest records are now kept hy parents or
counselors. We are .just heing educated to keep cumulative
records of abilities. To add to this a record of interests is
perhaps the next step in understanding the development of the
individual.
Outline of the study.— In Chapter II, pertinent background data on
interests are presented. Included is a discussion of theory as it ap-
plies to definitions of interests, sex differences in interests, perman-
ence of interests, and variation of interests with intelligence.
Chapter III deals with five of the major techniques used in the lo-
cation of interests: the obeervationaJ. method, use of the pupil inquiry
form; the inventory of interest, the pupil interview, and parent contact.
Chapter IV describes the teaching situation in the Center School,
Lincoln, Massachusetts, classes taught there by the writer, and procedures
used in collecting and filing data on interests. Other approaches recom-
mended but not einployed in this study are also discussed here.
In Chapter V, a plan for recording pupil interest data is described,
and the advantages and limitations resulting from this system of recording
are pointed out.
Chapter VI includes five case studies selected from the files of pupil
interest records kept by the writer v/hile teaching in junior high school.
Each of the five pupils presents a different pattern of interests. All
illustrate how the classroom teacher can record interests and how these
reports may be suramai'ized easily at the end of each school year.

The final chapter summarizes "briefly the contents of the thesis, Co
elusions and recoomendations "based on the study are presented, which thos
planning to do further research on the same su"bject may find helpful. A
"bi"bliogr^hy, which includes a variety of pertinent literat'ore on inter-
ests, is provided for further exploration of the background material. A
copy of the Los Angeles Interest Inventory (Experimental lIon-CoiiL'.iercial
Form), accompanied "by an Interpretation Sheet, may be found immediately
preceding the bibliography, in the appendix.
Immediately follo^dng, then, in Chapter II, is the background data
on interests, and a discussion of interest theory which will explain the
need for a practical method of recording pupil interests.

CHAPTER II
THE NATURE Or IITTEEESTS AilD THSIE ROLE
IN EDUCSATION Al© GUIDANCE
The Theory of Interests
Definitions of interests .— It is the purpose of this chapter to define
interests, to consider their permanence, their developement with change of
age, and also to note findings on sex differences in interests, and to in-
dicate how interests differ in respect to intelligence. Reference vdll
also be made to the role of interests in education and guidance.
While the literature on these topics is voluminous, the need for fur-
ther research is generally recognized. In this chapter, "brief sumaries
of some of these findings up to the present time will he presented, to
provide a background for the material that follows.
An initial difficulty in the study of interests is in the definition
of the term. Good defines interest as: "a subjective-objective attitude,
concern or conditions involving a perception or an idea in attention and
a combination of intellectual and feeling consciousness; may be temporary
or permanent; based on native curiosity, conditioned by experience." War-
ren regards interest as: "1. a feeling which accompanies a special atten-
tion to some content; 2. an attitude characterized by focussinf; attention
upon certain cognitive data."
1/
2/
1/ Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education . McGraw-Kill Book Company, Inc
New York and London, 1945, p. 223.
Dictionary of Psychology
. Houghton Mifflin Compaiiy,
Boston, New York, 19S4, p. 141.
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6Preyer, an authority on the measurement of interest, states:
Today interests are more clearly defined l)y their meas'ore-
ment. They are named from the ohjects and activities, the psy-
chological stimuli which engage the attention of the individual.
He further subdivides interests on the basis of subjective and
objective, depending on the method of study. Subjective interests are
likes which are experiences characterized by feelings of pleasantness, and
objective interests are positive reactions to stimulating objects and
activities in the environment.
2/
Strong, author of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, says, "Exper-
3/
imentally, an interest is a response of liking." Bingham reports that an
interest ... is a tendency to become absorbed in an experience and to con-
tinue in it . . .
"
The majority of authors seeking to define interests iciply that they
are characterized by feelings of pleasantness and positive reactions. It
is in this sense that the term will be used in this study.
±1
Permanence of interests .— I^eyer, in his discussion of the relative
permemence of interests, remarks that!
To hold that human interests are stable, that interests are permanent,
necessarily denies any great amount of variability in the life of t/.e
individual. , . . But, on the other hand, to hold that interests are
unstable, absolutely lacking in "nermanence, denies any possibility of
the genetic development of interests, of the for.r.ation of habits of
being interested. Interests of today are based in part upon past
interests, and the interests of the future are determined to a ceasur-
able degree by the interests of the past. That interests have some
degree of permanence is unquestionable. Life is a process of unfold-
ing and developing interests.
i7 Freyer, Op. cit. p. 15-16.
2/ Edward IC. Strong, Vocational Interests of Men and '.'omen . Star^ford Uni-
versity Press, California, 1943, p. 6.
3/ Walter V. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing , "arper and Brothers,
New York, 19^7, p. 62.
4/ Op. cit. p. 143, 144.

7Strong has "based his opinions on the permanence of interests after analyz-
ing scores ohtained fron the men' s form of the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank. He employed five methods to measure the permanence of vocational
interests: correlation between test and retest scores, mean scores, chan-
ges in interest ratings, changes in total profile of occupational scores,
and results obtained before and after training and experience in an occu-
pation. Despite the fact that there are earlier changes in the period
from fifteen to twenty-five years, interest patterns are shown to be rela-
tively stable from the age of fifteen on.
His primarj' conclusion is that the interests of men between twenty-
five and fifty-five change very little. "At twenty-five years of age he
is largely what he is going to be and even at twenty years, he has acquired
pretty much the interests he will have throughout life,"
Although there- has been little research on the subject of change of
women's interests with age, the presumption is that women's interests
change in much the same way as do men's interests. Recognizing, however,
that v/omen mature earlier than men, it mi^ht be assumed that their inter-
2/
ests would change less from fifteen years on than do men' s interests.
Since the research seems to indicate that major interest patterns
are established before theage of twenty-five in the case of men, and pos-
sibly in women as well, it should be emphasized that the schools have the
opportunity of contributing to patterns of adult interests by encouraging
worthwhile activities of pupils in their formative years; efforts made in
these directions are of immediate aS well as of pernianent benefit.
1/ e7k. Strong, op. cit., p. 513.
2/ E.K. Strong, op. cit., p. 282

81/
Sex differences in interests .— Strong has found that ther6 is a
significant agreement betv/een interests of men and women of corresponding
ages. In his opinion, sex differences Influence interests; to about the
same degree as age. The chances are that greater interest differences
2/
between men and women occur in early life. Lehman and Witty report in
their study that the largest sex differences in play activities are found
at ages eight and one-half to ten and one-half inclusive. As chronologi-
cal age increases, the sexes tend to engage more frequently in the same
activities. Consequently, sex differences are not so pronounced at the
higher age levels, Lehman and V/itty observe:
s/
Conspicuous differences, although not the rule, are to be found be-
tween the sexes in play behavior. The boys studied engaged more
freo^uently than the girls in the following tyj>es of activities:
Active, vigorous plays and games.
Plays and games involving muscular dexterity and skill.
Games involving competition.
Organized plays and games.
The girls, however, engaged more frequently than boys in the follow-
ing:
Sedentary activities, and activities involving restricted range
of action.
Strong has selected items from the Stror-g Vocational Interest Blank
which he classifies as distinctly masculine preferences. These include:
mechanical, scientific, physically strenuous and adventuresome activities;
17 E.K. Strong, Op. cit. p. 91-92.
2/ H.C. Lehman and P. A. Witty, The Psychol ory of Play Activities
. AsS.
Barnes ajid Company, l.'ew York, 1927, p. 106.
3/ H.C. Leliman and P. A. V/itty. Op. cit, p. 105.
<J E,K, Strong, Op. cit. p. 225-245.
rc
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s
legal, politicsl and army occupations; certain forms of amusement like
smokers, billiards, poker, chess and similar miscellaneous items.
Under the heading of distinctly feminine preferences, he includes
musical, artistic and literary activities; clerical, teaching and social
work occupations; certain forms of entertainment such as fortune telling,
picnics, and full dress affairs.
1/
Terman and Miles have reached conclusions similar to those of Strong.
Their findings include an analysis of emotional attitudes leading to in-
terest differences.
Comparison of interests of superior and retarded children .— Cne of the
most comprehensive studies on the comparison of interests of superior and
zl
retarded children is the Lewis and KcGehee study. Tvo groups, totalling
45,000, were studied in grades four to ei^-ht inclusive. The highest and
lowest percentiles in terms of intelligence v:ere determined hy the Eohl-
majin-Anderson Test. Four hundred and fifty-five schools and three hundred
and ten communities in thirty-six states were involved in the studj'. The
teachers checked each child's hohbies from a list of tventy-one, and par-
ticipation in ten extra-curricular activities.
The study indicates that over twice as many superior children play
musical instruments, and alniost twice the numher of superior children take
part in school musical activities. Reading interests and superior mental
ability appeared to he closely correlated. Twice as many superior chil-
dren had as a hohby the reading of science and history. The difference
"between the two groups in dramatics, study, scouts, canpfire girls, ser-
ly L.M. Termaii and C.C. Miles, Sex and Bersonality; Studies in Masculin-
ity and Femininity
. McJrav Hill Book Corrpa^iy, Inc., 195c, Tew York
and London, p. 447-448.
2/ Lewis and McfTehee, A Comparison of Interests of Mentally Superior a-".d
Retarded Children, School and Society (Dec.?, 1940) 5?t^97-600.
c
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vice clubs and the hobby of collecting was statistically reliable in favor
of the superior children.
Findings supoort previous studies v^nich have shovm that superior
children participated more in games and sports and also sought solitary
and sedentary activities more than the less gifted children.
The mentally inferior group showed a superior interest in housework,
and the boys worked more in farms and stores. Although the mentally su-
perior participated slightly more in social activities, dancing v/as r.ore
popular with the mentally retarded* Twelve times as majay mentally retarded
had no hobby.
1/
Boynton conducted a similar study seeking to find some relationship
between hobby participation and tested intelligence. This was carried
out in the sixth grade vrith the presentation of a check list of twenty-
two hobbies. Conclusions reached v/ere similar to those pointed out in the
Lewis-McGehee study. The hobby of collecting, of playing musical instru-
ments, the reading of scientific, historical and biographical literature
Mtere more popular activities for those of superior intellectual ability.
The child with no hobby was more likely to be below average than the child
with a hobby. The brighter children had a larger number of interests,
respite the findings of these studies v^ich seem to show that those
superior in intellectual capacity are also superior in number and variety
of interests, the problems of the slower learner or diild of average abili-
ty sliould not be ignored. Indeed, there should be an increased effort by
j
1/ Paul Boynton, The Relati onship Between Children's Tested Intellirence
^^'^ gheir Hobby Participations
. Pedagogical Seminary (June, "'941)
58 : 553-362.
e1
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teachers, parents and friends to help these pupils develop patterns of
worthwhile interests. A pupil's capacity to leprn appears to have cer-
tain limitations, hut his horizons can he enlarged hy continually appeal-
ling to his changing and developing interests.
Role of Interests in Education
Discussion hy v/riters representing' three educational levels .— On each
educational level, there has heen a growing recognition of the role of
1/
interests. McKown, in a discussion of the educational objectives for
elementary school instruction, stresses the discovery, exploration and
development of desirahle individual interests and aptitudes, which pro-
vide further motivation for the learning of classroom subjects.
Stating that the special functions that secondary education in the
2/
United States should fulfill, Briggs has written the following inclusive
statement (function 6):
To establish and develop in all major fields of knowledge, not mere-
ly in a few protected subjects, interests which are numerous, varied^
and as deep as possible, and to direct some of these by means of
differentiated courses to ends most worthwhile for each individual,
the hope being that they will lead on to a continued education both
in higher institutions and outside of any formal school.
3/
Tyler, in a guidebook containing information helpful to the begin-
ning college student, writes:
l/ Harry C. McKown, Activities in the Elementary School
.
McG-rav; Hill
Book Company, Inc., ilew York and London, 19S8, p. 8-13.
2j Thomas H. Briggs, Secondary Education . The MacMillan Company, ITew
York, 1933, p. 274-275.
7jJ Harry Tyler, Learning To Live . A Guidebook for Bef:inr.ing College
Students
. Little and Ives Company, ITew York, 1940, p. 11.
cc
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In order to learn you must have a goal or purpose. There nuEt "be
adequate incentive. You must "be interested in the thing to "be
learned; you must see its present value for yourself. Motivation
and interest are essential to all study.
Planning; a curriculum v;hich considers pupil interests .— If one of the
objectives of the educational program is to develop pupil interests, a
curriculum must he planned v;hich is not too restrictive. Teaching meth-
ods, such as the utilization of project techniques and activity programs,
seem most conducive to locating and developing interests, since they
allow the pupil more scope for individual preferences.
Although suggestions for curriculum revision may "be made through
the study of interests, they should not he the sole consideration. Chap-
1/
man and Counts emphasize this point:
The factor of interest must always he considered by those who con-
trol the studies and methods of the school; hut interest as the
major criterion for the selection of subject matter is a pernicious
guide .... Any system which sets up child or student interests
as its guiding star is doomed to failure. In the determination of
the nature of the activities, not the tecrporary and often misguided
interest of a relatively ignorant pupil, but the requirements of a
well-conceived society constitute the final standard of value. In-
terest Is the. key to method, but the pupO.' s needs as an individ-
ual and as a member of society, is the key to content.
With this adjuration for a sense of proportion in the utilization of
student interests borne constantly in mind, the next consideration is
the role of interests in leisure time activities. Few jobs require acre
than a fraction of an individual's capacities and interests. K"ow espec-
cially, with the increasing amount of leisarc made possible by technolo-
1/ William F, Cunningham, The Pivotal Problems of Education . Madlillan
Company, New York, 1940, Chapman and Counts, p. 502.
c
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gical improvements, education has the responsibility of introducing the
pupil to a variety of recreational activities. Therefore, provision for
this training must "be included in the puhlic school curriculum. ITeu-
1/
neyer and Neumeyer clearly point out the responsihility of the school
for guidance in the use of leisure time:
One of the great needs in the future will not "be to earn a living
but to live a life, therefore the schools must teach the children
the profitable use of leisure. The training should begin in the
lower grades and continue through all the school years. After all,
the largest portion of our population does not ^o beyond the high
school. Therefore, education (or the curricula) should be so de-
signed as to arouse interests and latent talents and train in
skills so that one can develop a hobby, an avocation, or continue
to pursue knowledge of interests so that one can use his extra
hours. ... It is during one's leisure moments more than during
work hours that character is made or marred. A much larger share
of school time and school energy should be devoted to developing
in children and youth the ability to use their spare time advan-
tageously.
Because of the variations in interests, habits, activities and
cultural backgrounds in individuals and in communities, the authors are
mindful of the difficulty of suggesting a ciirriculum for leisure-tine
training. Despite other factors, such as differences in leadership and
school equipment, education for leisure is not so much adding new courses
or subject matter as it is a matter of the emphasis and infusion of a
new spirit into the educational process, and of preparing the pupil for
adulthood.
The phases of the curriculujn relating to preparation for leisure
1/ Martin H. Ueumeyer and Esther S. ITeumeyer, Leisure and Secreation
A. S. Barnes and Coinpany, Inc., "Kev York, 1936. p. 90-91.
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are included in such items as:
1. Wholesome Reading and Literary Appreciation.
2. Creative Literary Expression.
3. Music and Art.
4. Dancing and Ehythmics.
5. Dramatics and Pageantry.
6. Creative Arts and Crafts
7. Scientific Experimentation.
8. Nature Study and Activities.
9. G-ames and Sports.
10. Social recreation and Socia"bility — The art of living together.
Siniilar OTDinions on the school's new responsihility for leisure are
1/ 2/ 3/
quoted hy Rogers, Partridge, and Parham. PaTham conducted a survey
having as its purpose the collection of data on out-of-school activities
and home environments of juhior high school pupils, in an attempt to
determine specific needs, choices and preferences. Trom these, sugges-
tions were made for curriculu:n revision of the Stuart Junior High School
in Washington. A survej^ of this type could "be carried on to the advan-
tage of pupils in any school system.
Role of Interests in a Guidance Program
4/
Organization of the guidance program.— Allen, an authority on or-
ganization and supervision of guidance, has grouped the work of the
guidance department in the junior or senior high school under three heads
ij J.E. Sogers, Avocational Education for the New Day
.
School and Soci-
ety (June 24, 19 33) 37 : 79 3-799.
2/ E. DeAlton Partridge, Social Psychology of Adolescence . Prentice-
Hall Inc., Few York, 1938. p. 230-254.
3/ Parhafii, JPut of School Environments and Activities of J'.mior HighSchool Pup ils, Social Education Tjanua-y. 1942) 6:27-30.
4/ Richard D. Allen. Organization and Supervision of G-uidance in Public
Education
.
Inor Publishing Company, New York, 19C^. p. IX. X.
c
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the first is the keeping of personnel records and the conducting of re-
search on the study of significant facts ahout each pupil, and employing
questionnaires, school records, ohjective measurements of intelligence,
achievement tests and work records; the second is individual counselling
or the individual interviewing of pupils, to assist them in their choice
of courses and general educational and vocational planning; the third
he identifies as orientation or group guidance.
The study of pupil interests cuts across the three divisions. The
personnel records include: interest tests, questionnaires containing in-
formation on pupil interests, and data on work experiences. Individual
counselling or the individual interview serve as an aid in educational
or vocational planning, by interpreting the data to the pupil. Orienta-
tion or group guidance deals with common problems which can "be dealt
with effectively in groups. The pupils are inforined of possible courses
of study, educational opportunities, and methods of investigating occupa-
tions and opportunities. They are taught how to apply knowledge gained
to solve personal problems, and to consider their own abilities and in-
terests in making decisions.
In all areas of guidance service, then, whether the problem is one
of making adjustments, decisions or plans, the pattern of interests of
the individ'jal is an important consideration. Recognizing that the pu-
pil' s statement of interest may not represent a really basic interest
pattern and that interests are subject to change, the factor of interest
in both education and guidance is important because of the great influence
it has on the character and quality of success attained in any undertak-
ing.

16 I
ITeed for nore complete interest records .— Tew schools have kept adequate
cumulative records of pupil leisure activities, work experiences, and
1/
special interests. Strong remarks as a -Dreface to a case-study of a pre-
college student:
It is regrettable that we cannot get good estimates of achievement
on these youngsters of their xrork experiences or activities exper-
iences. Much valuable material of this kind co\ild "be used for
counseling. All v;e can do is to trust to their statements and their
expression of interests in or liking for the activities involved.
It is hecoming more and more clear that information of an objective
nature covering all important areas of the pupil's life must "be recorded
in a cumulative fashion throughout his school experience. Records of
interests must he initiated in the elementary school and made increas-
ingly comprehensive as the youth progresses tlirough the junior and senior
high school v;herd the estahlishinent of worthwhile interests can he so
effectively accompli shed.
In Chapter 7 the witer will suggest one system of recording which
will make more data available on indiyidual interests in junior and
senior high school.
U E.K. Strong, Op. Cit., p. 469,

CHAPTER III
COiem ^23THODS of locating pupil IllTERESTS
Varied Teclinlques Heeded in Studies of Interests
Content of the chapter ,— Five common methods of locating pupil in-
terests will te described "briefly in this chapter. Each method will be
defined, and its special advantages pointed out, V/herever possible, ref-
erence to a method of recording will be suggested.
It is to be .understood that these methods do not necessarily consti-
tute the best means of locating pupil interests, nor are the results de-
rived from a single method to be weighted heavily in the study of the
1/
individual. This is stressed by Chisholm, who observes:
Guidance workers also should understand that no one piece of infor-
mation, such as that secured through a test questionaire, an in-
ventory or the teachers' class records, is sufficient to £:ive an
adequate picture of any phase of the individual pupil and his
problem or problems. Bather, various types of information must
be collected and synthesized so fes to give a comprehensive, clear-
cut picture.
2/""
Chisolm goes on to say that:
The purpose of guidance is adequate understanding of the "whole"
child. Such an understanding requires a Boroad comprehensive base
of information.
. . . The program should consist of a variety of
methods, tests of different kinds, inventories, questionnaires,
anecdotal records, and the like.
Each of these methods should contribute one or more important tyues
of information and frequently serve as a check on the accuracy of
related information.
1/ Leslie L. Chisholm, Guiding Youth in the Secondary Sd-.ool . American
Book Company. Hew Tork, 1945, p. 212.
2/ Ibid, p. 233.
-17-
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1/
Euth Strang, who has done considera"ble research in counselling
techniques, has reached the same conclusions as Chisholm:
Technics (sic) help in revealing needs, capacities, strengths,
v/eaJaaesses, mer^sure intellectual, physical and social grovth and
suggest possihle avenues toward success. All technics are inter-
related — the interview is supplemented observation, observation
is sujyplemented "by introspective reports.
Although the above quotations apply to the study, of the total in-
dividual they obviously have eqvual application to the study of any as-
pect of the individual's personality such as his interests.
It is difficult to classify pupil interests but the following rep-
resent samples of different pupil interests which may be disclosed
through application of the suggested methods? recreational reading in-
terests, club activities, hobbies, part-time or summer work interests,
vocational interests, special interests revealed through school subjects.
The five methods suggested for studying pupil interests are: the obser-
vational method, the pupil inquiry form, the interest inventory, the
pupil interview, and contacts with the parents.
Each approach has its own particular advantages, and will also
serve as a check on data revealed by other methods.
The Observational Method
2/
general description.
— The Observational Method is "any one of a
number of systematic methods of analyzing child behavior, chiefly char-
1/ Euth Strang, Counseling Technics in Colle.:e and Secondary Sc^'-^nnl
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, ITev; York, 1937, p. 5
'
2/ Carter V. Good. Dictionary of Educati on, McGraw-Hill Book Coroanr
^ev York and London. 1945, p. 279. ^
'
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acterized "hy watching what the individual actually does and making an
objective record of that which is ohserved; may utilize various special
techniques and tools. ..."
All teachers observe pupils hut few teachers r.ake records of these
observations. Therefore, valuable inforniation is, in many cases, lost
completely. The many teachers coming in contact with the pupil over
the period of twelve years the child is in school could make a valuable
contribution to the developmental record of the individual, particulrxly
in respect to his interests,
1/
Strang notes that "the greater the number of observations avail-
able for study, the more varied will be the types of situations in which
the student's reactions are noted, and consequently, a truer picture of
his personality."
Although observation is one method of locating pupil interests
which is within the ability of all teachers and does not depend on elab-
orate equipment, it requires that attention be focussed or the pupil in-
stead of merely on subject natter taught, and that the teacher know how
to use the techniques required for recording observations.
Casual observation .
— One technique which seems to be highly de-
veloped by successful classroom teachers is that of casual observation.
Here, the teacher notes the pupil in a variety of settings: the class-
room, the playground, the special program, and a variety of after-school
situations, including the home in some cases. It is often the understand-
Euth Strang, Op. Cit., p. 83-92.
4^
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ing which comes through casual observation which enables the teacher
to deal more effectively with the individual in educational as well as
social adjustment. These casual observations may be recorded as part
of the interest record.
The anecdotal record .— The anecdotal record is a specialized form
of incidental observation which consists of a description of conduct
and personality in terms of frequent, brief, concrete observations of
the pupil made and recorded by the teacher, Strang provides helpful in-
structions in the technique of keeping an anecdotal record.
A form for systematic notes on observed behavior has been suggested
2/
by Dunsmdior and Miller, A 3"by 5" filing card may be used, on which
the date, place, circumstances in vrhich the observation was made — such
as the classroom, homeroom, playground or extra-curricular activity —
should be carefully noted. This ma^- be done at the tiue, or soon after
the observation. Instances of behavior v;hich seem characteristic of
the student may be observed and recorded for future use in a filing box
or record folder. These anecdotal recorcs may serve as one of the most
valuable methods of recording pupil interests in a cumulative and ef-
.fective manner.
Advantages of observational records .— One of the advantages of
this method is that the attention of the teacher, which tends to be
focussed mainly on the class as a unit, is directed more frequently
toward the individual pupil. Furthermore, observational records coa-
17 Ruth Strang, Op. Oit., p. 82-83.
2j Clarence Duns.-icor. Leonard Miller, C-uidance Methods for Teachers
.
International Textbook Company, Scranton, Pen sylvanin, 1942,p.262.
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plement other techniques, and a cumulative file can built up over
the school years. In addition, observation sometimes is the principal
or only means of studying pupils. Finally, obeervational records can
be helpful in self-diagnosis by the pupil under the supervision of a
competent counsellor.
Limitations of obeervational records.— This method tends to be
inaccurate because of the subjectivity and insufficiency of information,
the limitation of records to what the pupil says or does, rather than
thinks and feels, and lastljs the fact that sor.e significant episodes
might be overlooked entirely.
The Pupil Inquiry Form
Explanation of the term .— The term "pupil inquiry form" refers
to any type of form where written information based upon pertinent items
is supplied by the pupil for use in a guidance progra^n. The informa-
tion requested does not necessarily have to center around a particular
area such as pupil interests, but may cover many different aspects of
his life^tlncluded in this chapter on page 26 is a sampling
from such a form, emphasizing interest areas. This eight be
suitable for use by guidance departments in many schools.)
Advantages of usinr; the pupil inquiry form as a source of infor-
mation.— The pupil inquiry form is often more practicstl to administer
than other forms because it can be presented to the entire group rather
than individually. The form can be constructed, at little e:q>enBe, to
fit a paj:ticular situation, or a commercial form maj- be purchased. The
inquiry form has proven to be a particularly suitable method of securing
information about school practices and procedures, but its uses can be
rf
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extended to include the collection of pupil interest data. The personal
interviev/ provides a logical follov;-up procedure, to confirm or discard
or enlarge upon the information gained through this technique.
Limitstions of the inquiry form.— Many limitations of this method
of securing information .n^ay be avoided if precautions are taken in de-
vising and administering such a form. Strang discusses the difficulties
involved in preparing items to "be used in the form.
Commonly noted limitations which are caused by poorly constructed
forms or inadequate instruction in filling out these forms are: the
fact that conclusions are seldom final, the information given is often
v/hat the pupil thinks his parents or the investigator wsjit, and respon-
ses may tend to be inaccurate also beca.use they depend on the pupil's
memory and degree of rapport with the questioner.
Sumr.iary of the inquiry form as a method of securing information .
—
Chisholm summarizes this method of secxiring information in his recently
published book, G-uiding: Youth in the Secondary Schools
.
These forms, if carefully prepared, are especially useful in
securing information concerning the pupil's family- back-ground,
experiences of various kinds, econofdc possibilities and limi-
tations, plans or aims for the future, and similar information.
There are tjo^es of infornation, however, which the pupil cannot
be expected to report accurately in many cases. These tx'T)es of
information should not be collected tlirough the information
blank or questianaire.
1/
The Interest Inventory
Value of interest inventories .— Interest inventories have been
1/ Ruth Strang, Op. Cit., p. 120-121.
2/ Leslie L. Chisholm, Op, Cit., p. 232.
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found useful in ^idaiice "by the competent counsellor. They have pro-
vided a means of identifying goals or divertine toward r.ore realistic
ohjectives those which are clearly heyond the pupil's capacities. In
some cases they may act as a staiting point for exploration of claimed
interests. However, most authorities will concede that interest tests
in the lower high school years are of douhtful value, "because interest
patterns on that age level have not sufficiently crystallized. VThen
interest tests are administered, the results should be interpreted and
used as a "basis for educational and vocational planning "by those who
are responsi"ble for pupil guidance.
Widely used interest inventories .— Perhaps the two most widely
used of the interest inventories are the Kuder Preference Eecord and
the Strong Vocational Interest Blanks.
2/
The Kuder Preference Eecord has "been used effectively in the high
school "because it caji "be given as a group test and scored easily "by the
pupil. It measures prd'ference for types of activity which are c"-;arac-
teristic of nine fields or occupations: computational, artistic,
mechanical, musical, scientific, social service, clerical, persuasive
and literary. In addition,- it is not an expensive test to adranister,
since the "basic "booklet of items can be used a^ain and again with the
insertion of the ansv;er forms.
Both validitj'- and reliability have veen widely reoorted for the
Strong "^Tocational Interest Blanks for Men and Vi'omen. This test is
1/ Fred M. Fowler, Interest Measurement
—
Questions and Answers . School
Life
.
(December, 1945) Vol. 28: 135-29.
2/ Frederic Kuder, Intermediate Manual for the Kuder Preference Eecord .
Science Research Associates, Chicago, 111., 1946.
3/ E.K. Strong, Vocational Interest Bl aiiks for Men and Vonen. Stanford
University Press, January, 1937.
t
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designed for use with students in the last years of high school, college,
and on the adult level. It is based on the idea that successful workers''
in occupations have a characteristic pattern of likes and dislikes,
with separate forms for men and women. Strong provides keys for many
occupations for v;hich he has established norms. One objection to the
Strong Blanks is their cost, not only for the forms but also for having
them machine scored. Another objection is the time involved in scoring
them by hand, where no machine is available. There are many other in-
terest tests which have been developed for use in counselling, but
interest inventories in general are still in the experimental stage at
this writing, and are constantly being revised in the light of new data.,
The bibliography of this study may be consulted for further exa-riples
of interest tests on the secondary level,
ITon-commercial interest inventories.— As the wi'iter has stated
previously, few inventories have been designed for use in junior high
school grades because of their doubtful value at that age level, ac-
cordirig to most authorities. However, a non-commercial blank has been
developed for use in the junior high school, senior high school, junior
college, and on the adult level. This interest inventory will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter IV, since it was one of the instruments
used by the writer in the study of junior high school nupils' interests.
For schools which cannot afford a commercial inventory, a school-
devised interest blank will often reveal much information. Sections
from such an informal blank vfttten under the direction of Dr. William
Brink of ITorthwe stern University, can be found in G-uidance In "She Secon-
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dary School "by Hamrin and Ericson.
Rplation of interest inventories to other data collected .— Most
interest inventories recomiaend tha.t a record of testing "be kept over
a period of time in order to compare subsequent results and to deter-
mine the stability of vocational int^ests. Again, it must "be emphasized
that like the other methods of discovering pupil interests, the findings
of interest inventories should "be used only in relation to results col-
lected from other data.
To insure the effective use of the data gathered from the pupil
inxjuiry form and the interest inventory, the pupil interview is the ap-
propriate follow-up.
The Pupil Interview
The informal interview.— The interview is usually thought of as
a formal conversation. More often, it is "by casual or informal conversa-
tion that the classroom teacher "becomes better acquainted with the pupil.
These conversations may take place at odd times ~ during the lunch per-
iod, after school, between classes, out on the TDlaj'ground, or when in-
2/
dividual help is given to the pupil. Chisolm defines such informal con-
versation as "the intimate exchange of thought when a friend meets a
friend, especially when they talk over the solution of a personal prob-
lem." Because the average teacher has not had specific trainin:* in the
technique of the formal interview, informal conversation becomes an even
ly Shirley Hamrin and Clifford Ericson, Guidance in the Secondary'
School
.
D. Appleton-Century Company, ITew York, 1939, p. 101 - 106.
2/ Leslie Chisholm, Op. Cit., p. 134.
I/
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Student Interests Questionnaire ^
Educational Interests
Under which curriculum do you plan to graduate ?_
School subjects you like besttl,^ ^2.
S,
__4. like least :1. 2,
S
. ^4, ^V\nriat school activities do |rou like
best? 1. 2. ^o. \^at are your
hobbies? Do you plan
to attend college? If so, where?
Take what courses? ^Would you go to college if
you could meet the expenses involved? Expiain:__
Personal and Social Interests
In what school activities have you taken an active part?l.
2, 5, In which activities do you prefer to be a
spectator? 1. 2. 5.
Do you like social affairs? Do you like to have charge of
them? Do you associate mostly with one or tv/o friends?
or with several?^ ^What interests do you have in comn^on?
Are most of your friends in school?_ Outside of school?
In your homeroom? What do you do toward helping v.ith
the vvork at home?
If you had to leave school now to support yourself, what would
you try to do?
RElviAKKS: (indicate here or on the back of this sheet any fur-
ther information vhicii wo\>ld be helpful to your homerooii- sponsor
or counsellor in conferring with you.)
1/ Clarence E. DunsmoP^, and Leonard M, Miller, Guidance Methods
for Teachers
.
International Textbook Company. Scranton, Pennsyl-
vania, 1942, p. 265-267.
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more important way to gain information, and care should "be taken that
conversations are not detrimental to the pupil.
The for/aal interview.— An excellent source of information for those
who wish to know how to conduct such iniBrviews can he found in How To
u
Interview
,
hy Bingham and Moore. Any one of maiiy aims may he the chief
focus of an interview hut some which may he related to pupil interests
are: to get acquainted with the pupil and let him get acquainted with
the interviev;er, to give information, to collect information, to check
on the accuracy or adequacy of information already collected.
Each teacher should he prepared to realize the significance of in-
formal conversations in the guidance of impressionahle junior and senior
high school pupils. ITotations of informal or formal interviews can he
recorded on 3" hy 5" file cards, if such information has contributed in
some way toward a more complete picture of the pupil.
The four methods of locating interests which have heen discussed
so far have related to contacts with the pupil. The fifth method con-
cerns contacts with the parents and others who possess special informa-
tion ahout the pupil.
Contacts With Parents
Advantages of parent-teacher contacts .— Since the child's hoz^e en-
vironment differs in many respects fl-om that of the school situation,
parent-teacher contacts are highly desirable, and should he fostered as
much as possible. Through formal and informal conversations with the
parents, helpful information about the child's interests may be disclosed,
IT Walter H. Bingham and Bruce V. Moore, Hoy To Interview . Earrjer and
Brothers, Uew York, 1941, p. 45-60.
~~
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Often, new insi£;ht into after-school activity, which was minimized or not
revealed, supplements information previously gained from direct contact
with the pupil. Only too often, it is a prohlem situation, such as
failing grades or "behavior difficulties, which "brings about contacts "be-
tween teacher and parent. Such a situation could be avoided if a coopera-
tive relationship had been previously established. The usual settings
for parent-teacher contacts are the school-room and parent-teacher meet-
ings. Home visits, letters, telephone calls, and casual meetings may
be equally significant. Conversations need not be lirnited to discussions
of school grades or behavior difficulties, but should have as their major
purpose a better understanding of the pupil. A discussion of the child's
interests makes a good starting point for a better parent-teacher rela-
tionship.
Recording data fc-ained from iParent-teacher contact .— Information
derived from parent-teacher contacts should be recorded by the teacher,
A 3" by 5" mailing card may be used for this purpose with the name of
the pupil, date of the conversation, and a short sumnary statement of
information gained. It is only through the pooling of information
gained from the pupil, parents, teachers and others that an adequate re-
view of the pupil's interests can be obtained. ITaturally, the particular
school situation and the individual pupil will determine vhich methods
for locating informati on are most practical.
The following chapter will describe procedures used by the writer in
the studyof pupil interests in the seventh and eighth grades. These ar^ply
to a particiaar school situation but maj' sugj^est to other teachers the
numerous possibilities which may be applied to their own interest projecta
ce
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Because the writer commuted daily from Boston to the town of Lincoln
where she taught, she did not have tne opportunities for becoming better
acquainted witn the town and its people that resident teachers would nave.
The information gained from the procedures used in the study of pupil in-
terests added to her understanding of the community which in turn resulted
in bringing her closer to the classes she taught.

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTIOIT OF PROCEDUSES ACTUALLY USED IN THE STJUI
OF PUPIL liJTERESTS IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES
The Teaching Situation
Social and economic factors influenclni°: interests .— The interests
of pupils depend not only on personal factors "but also on their socio-
economic "backgrounds, and the availability of resources to develop special
Interests. Therefore, as a preface to the discussion of procedures used
Tjy the writer in the study of pupil interests , a summary will be presented
consisting of pertinent points in the pupils' environment inside and out-
side of school, which may have had certain influences on their interests,
Lincoln, Massachusetts is a small, rural coamunity with a population
of 1,783 according to the 1940 United States Census. The town was founded
in 1754 and includes an area originally attached to the towns of Lexing-
ton, Concord, and Weston. It is so accessible to Boston and suburbs by
train that many of its v^orkers coimaute daily. The school children go
into Boston only on rare occasions but frequently visit Concord or Wal-
tham for shopping and commercial amusements, since Lincoln has little in
the \\ray of such enterprises.
The population falls mainly into two groups, the upper middle class
and the lower middle class, with a sprinklinf: of millionaires who own
estates throughout Lincoln and a few small shopkeepers who are established
in the town. It is very difficult to purchase land in Lincoln and Its
extremely high price has discouraged outsiders. The town has had many
opportunities to expand, but. as many of the children in the school have
C
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espressed it, "¥e want to stay just the way we are. There are enough
big cities now and few real country towns. If we want to go into the
city, we can very easily."
The town has one Catholic and two Protestant churches. The town
hall, library, fire department and one of the churches are the center
(though not geographically speaking) of the tovm' s activities. Major
organizations in the town are the Grange, G-arden Club, League of V/omen
Voters, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, 4H Club, and the American Legion.
Principal provisions for out-door recreation include a ball field,
equipped with small bleachers, which is used by the Lincoln Center Scliool
for home base ball games as well as by the older men and boys; Farrar
Pond, used for swimming, fishing and for winter activities; and Lake
Walden, which is within walking distance, though located in Concord,
The wooded areas are extensive, with opportunities for hunting and
trapping small game, and for bird and wild-flower study. Many people
in the to\m are members of the Audubon Society,
Schools in Lincoln .— There are two school buildings in Lincoln:
the South School, which has grades one and two; and the Center School,
which includes kindergarten and grades three to eight inclusive. The
Center School was built in 1908. It has a large playfield at the back
of the school, with swings, see-saws, and two baseball diamonds vmich
are marked out.
The Center School itself, though of sturdy construction and attrac-
tive appearance, lacks four major facilities: an auditorium, an adequate
library, indoor gymnasium and a cafeteria. The lack of any large indoor

space makes it irapossilDle for the school to hold large assenhly neetings,
or to put on school plays or similar activities.
There is a small v;ork-shop in the "basement of the school and some
equipment for sewing and cooking. Instruction in shop and domestic arts
was not offered in 1945—1946, because of lack of instructors.
Art instruction was offered once a week under a trained art super-
visor, and was given for two additional periods a week under the direc-
tion of each classroom teacher.
Although music was offered formally only twice a week to each class,
the instruction was extremely competent. These two sessions were supple-
mented "by several periods a week devoted to listening to classical re-
cordings under the direction of the classroom teacher.
Classes tau^'ht "by the writer .— The classes taught "by the writer
throughout the year 1945-1946 were the following: seventh grade English
and science, eighth grade English, science and social studies, and physi-
cal education for seventh and eighth grade girls three periods a week.
There were fourteen boys and twelve girls in grade seven, and fourteen
boys and eleven girls in grade eight. The writer had the seventh ^rade
as a homeroom class.
Variation in the two classes was especially striking. The eighth
grade,
-as a group, was more competent scholastically, with a larger num-
ber of pupils scoring above eighth grade level on the Progressive Achieve-
ment Test given in February and June to the two classes. This informa-
tion was checked by referring to the Stanford Achievement tests given a
year before, and again this group had a larger number of pupils measur-

ing a"bove grade level.
The seventh grade seemed to he a more closely knit group. They con-
ducted morning exercises and cluh meetings with competence, and in col-
lecting funds for drives, made an organized effort to meet quotas set
up hy themselves. Almost one hundred percent of the group attended class
picnics and parties, and great pressure was put on those who acted against
group welfare, by the others.
The eighth grade shov;ed a strong cleavage into cliques, with three
or four girls completely isolated, and many hoys who preferred the com-
pany of just one or two in the group. Perhaps this difference can he ex-
plained hy the fact that there v/as a sharper variation in social position
in the case of the eighth grade pupils, who were, in the main, either
from professional families or small farm owners. The farm children, who
worked directly after school, associated very little with the others
outside of school, with the exception of scout work.
The seventh grade hoys and girls were mainly from lower middle class
families. A larger percentage did work outside of school and helped more
extensively in the home. Although there were naturally- groups within
the group, there seemed to he few children with no friends, or just one
friend. The group was happy and enthusiastic, with about five particu-
larly boisterous members. Oral discussions seemed very pupular, and
pupils sought the opportunity to recite in class, and before the class
without much encouragement on the part of the teacher.
The eighth grade appeared to dislike participating in class discus-
sions or doing individual recitations before the class. They had to be
continually "brought out" by all sorts of devices. This was not sur-
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prising, "because their reputation in previous classes was that of a
quiet, unenthusiastic group. Reactions to project work were especially
interesting. Many entered vdth a noticeable lack of enthusiasm, but
displayed increasing interest as the work progressed and results began
to show in the form of completed projects. This typical adolescent pose '
of seeming indifference constituted a serious problem to the writer at
the beginning of the first term. However, by using the pupils' own in-
terests as a springboard for activities, the writer was able to break
down their "I-don' t-care" attitude about class projects.
Procedures Used in Collecting and Filing Data on Interests
Relation of procedures chosen to the teaching situation .— As it i
has been mentioned before, tnis study of pupils' interests developed
throughout one school year; therefore, the procedures used in collecting
and filing the data were not definitely planned in advance. Certainly,
many suggestions can be given for additional procedures not employed and
also for a better timing of those already used.
Initial interest in this problem came from a unit in seventh grade
English on hobbies or outside activities. Reading in the literature
books on various hobbies and the interest displayed in the reading led
to an assignment for each individual pupil to prepare a booklet on his
own particular out-of-school interest.
Use of writing project on subject of hobby interest .— First, an
essay was assigned as the basis for the booklet. A specific outline for
paragraph content was developed by the class, since the entire group
needed instruction in paragraph structure. (In junior high school, it
seems essential that English essays be assigned with specific instructions
I
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carefully explained iDefore the student is left to his own resources.)
The group decided to include the follov/ing information in the essay
on the outside interest, in this order:
1. What is your special outside interest? Descrihe it.
2. How did you happen to become interested in it?
3. What have you accomplished with this interest?
4. Do you plan to continue with it in the future?
5. \Ihy do you enjoy your interest?
The class approached this assignment with particular zeal, kno^d.ng
that it was to "be the basis for the booklet. Errors were corrected on
the first copy and the essay v/as rewritten. Further motivation for the
hobby booklet came from the preparations for "open house". (This was an
evening set aside for parents to visit the classrooms and meet the teach-
ers.) The clasr= was eager to make a display which would be outstanding
in the school.
The outline for the hob'ty booklet was derived from class discussion.
This offered an opportunity for those who wished to do a great deal of
creative work besides the minimum requirements expected of them. A
skeleton outline of the project follows:
1. The decoration and labelling of the cover according to
taste.
2. ^Frontispiece - original art work or picture cut-outs.
3. The essay
4. Other original articles, poetry, stories, plays.
5. Magazine, nev/spaper or other printed information on the
hobby,
6. Original art work throughout, if desired.
7. Illustrations taken from any sources,
naturally, there were variations permitted in the arrangement of
the materials according to personal preferences, but the outline served
as a guide for those who tended to become confused easily in preparing
projects.
Gi
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Correlations v;ith other activities,— The art classes .nade illus-
trations to he used on the display hoards and in the hooklets, while
models were developed at home. These activities were discussed in oral
English classes.
Interest displayed hy -parents and pupils .— Interest in the project
hecame apparent when other pupils in the school asked for permission to
visit, and pupils v/ithin the class hovered eagerly over the material on
display v^henever there was a spare rioment. The eighth £Tade, which the
writer pointed out had formerly appeared indifferent ahout project work,
requested permission to repeat the same project in their English class
and to develop a similar display.
Parents visiting the classroom for the first time that year seemed
enthusiastic in their exajnination of the projects. This led to enlight-
ening conversations ahout the youngsters' interests and parents' estima-
tions of special capahilities. The v/riter felt that insights were gained
ahout majay pupils which proved helpful in her work v:ith them throughout
the year.
Summary of values derived from a hohhy project,— Sumrr.arizing the
values derived from the project hased on hohhies descrihed ahove, the
follov/ing henefits are noted:
1. Better understanding of the individual pupil tlirough a knowledge
of his special interests outside of school (an excellent method
of getting acquainted with him early in the school year)
2. Opportunity for the pupil low in school achievement to win pres-
tige hy appearing hefore the class and discussing familiar
material
.
3. Motivation for inrprovii-ig techniques in English: grammar, organi-
zation of materials, utilization of Jources, oral activities
4. Opportunity for original, creative work
5. Promotion of friendships in the class based on mutual hobbies
1.
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6. Possitile correlations vdth other subjects: art, .-misic, science,
social studies, mathematics
7. Opportunity for the shy pupil to identify himself vrith the group
8. ITew leisure activities suggested to pupils through the displays
9. Basis for further conversations with parents about pupils
List of topics selected by the seventh grade .— The following list
of topics was selected by the pupils. Each child was permitted to write
about any suitable activity in which he was particularly interested.
VJhere more than one child elected the same interest, the number is indi-
cated in parentheses after the topic listed:
Lions Basketball Airplanes (2)
Pishing (2) Engines (2) Piano and liusic (2)
Stajiips Cooking Art
Horses (3) Sewing Ice-skating
Dogs Hockey Reading
Football Medicine Sailing
List of topics selected by the eighth grade .— The corresponding
eighth grade list follows:
Roses Planes (S) Hunting
Helicopters Staraps Luftwaffe
Gunds Post-cards Sewing
Music Skating Horses (2)
Photography Pishing Birds
Home-planning Dancing Sea-shells
Baseball
Discovery of pupil interests through other sube.jcts taught .— Noting
the success of the hobby project, the v/riter re-arranged teachiiig mater-
ials in the various subjects taught, to put some emphasis on individual
pupil interests. In English classes, subjects for essays were assigned,
of a provocative nature which might reveal interests. A few exa.ples
of titles used during the school year were:
My After-School Job
Three Wishes
My Favorite Possession
c
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My Autobiography
A Day for Myself
My Best Friend
Records of book-reports filed throu£;hout the year were foiind to
reveal interests, especially when thetype of material read was not too
closely regulated by the teacher and the possible selection of books was
extensive enough to appeal to a large variety of interests.
Social studies units on conservation, occupations* and immigration
gave further opportunity for discovery of individual interests. In the
science classes, units on electricity, communication, aircraft and natur-
al history revealed additonsl interests.
Besides weaving interest activities into the regular class work, the
homeroom class was given an opportunity to share interests and activities
with the entire seventh grade in opening exercises. Many brought in
clippings from newspapers and magazines, demonstrated items they had
made outside of school, or reported orally on special activities. The
time used for these informal discussions seemed to be justified since it
gave members of the class a better understanding of each other, and an
opportunity for oral expression, and also provided the teacher with an
additional way to become acq^uainted with the interests of each pupil.
The conclusion reached by the writer at the end of the school year
was that pupil interest data had a limitless number of applications to
each subject taught, and that teaching by the project method seemed to
reveal special interests most successfully.
Records of casual conversations and observations ,— Another pro-
cedure used in collecting data, besides the regular classroom work, was
a record of casual conversations with the pupil, his parents, his other
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teachers, and the school nurse, who was well informed through numerous
home visits. This information was recorded on 3" "by 5" cards, filed al-
phabetically in a small case and kept conveniently in the writer's desk.
ThroUfthout the school year, comments were added v;hich supplemented other
data on the individual pupil's interests in and outside of school.
Interest Inventories - commercial and non-commercial .— In ^ril,
1946, as part of the preparation for high school, the eighth grade class
was given the Kuder Preference Record in addition to a batterj' of per-
sonality and achievement tests. These tests, plus other information,
made up a plan-book on which to base the high school program. Results
from the Kuder were noted by the writer in the collection of data. The
Kuder Preference Record has been briefly described in Chapter III.
The Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory, a non-comEercial group
test devised by the Educational and Research Section of the Los Angeles
School District, was administered by the writer to the seventh and eighth
grade groups in March, 1946, This inventory has one edition, constructed
especially for use in the junior high school grades. It makes no attempt
to predict specific occupations suited to the individual but results are
evaluated in terms of six broad areas: aesthetic, commercial, mechani-
cal, natural, scientific and social. Scoring can be done by machine or
by hand, and percentile norms based on 440 boys and 422 girls in the
case of the Junior High School Edition have been established. A copy of
the Interest Inventory and a sample interpretation sheet completed for
a pupil to whom the test was administered is included in this stud^^ as
Appendix A, Tor information about the use made of this test in the Los
Angeles Schools, those who are interested may refer to a special hand-
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"book called Plotting Yovr Course .
ITo attempt has "been made in this study to correlate results from
the Kuder Preference Record v;ith those froci the Los Angeles Activity
Inventory, hut it can he stated that the writer noted man;-' cases in which
the results of the two inventories seemed to agree. i
Pupil Inquiry Forms used in the study .— Included also in the eighth
grade plan "book for Concord High School, to which the majority of the
Center School children went, "because there was no high school in Lincoln,
was an interest questionnaire to he filled in hy each eighth grade pupil.
An sidditional pupil inquiry form vras devised hy the writer and ad-
ministered to hoth seventh and eighth grade pupils in May of the school
year. The variation of results noted on similar items in the two forms
filled out hy eighth grade pupils within one month of the other seemed
to indicate that information gathered hy means of the inauiry form should
he checked on thoroughly, and changing testes on the junior high school
level should he taken into consideration v/hen results are evaluated.
A sample of these two forms are included on the following pages.
Compiling data collected on pupils' interests .^- In order to collect
all the interest data for each pupil in a convenient form, a 9^" "by 12"
manila folder was lahelled v.dth the pupil's name and filed alphahetically
for each grade. Into this folder went all information collected f-TOugh-
out the school year on the pupil's interests. These items included: in-
1/ Plotting: Your Course t A Guidance Handhook - For the Use of Students
in the Secondary' Schools of Los Angeles, los Angeles City Schools:
School Puhlication, ITo. 329., 1940, 136 pp.
<9
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ventory results, pupil inquiry forms, scholastic records, acMevenent
and personality test results, significant comments on special interests,
made "by former teachers on the permanent record cards, compositions in
English showing interests, samples of drawing work where the pupil could
choose his own suhject, reports on books selected hy the pupil, partic-
ularly fine project work which illustrated special interests, significant
notes from hobhy "booklets, and the S" hy 5" file cards based on teacher
observation, and on casual conversations with other teachers, school
i
nurse, parents and the pupil himself. At the end of the school yeax a
considerable amount of interest information had been gathered for each
pupil in the seventh and eighth grades.
j
Recommendations for additional procedures .— Additional procedures
recommended for collecting interest information which were not employed
by the writer in this study are: separate records of parent-teacher
conversations revealing pupil interests, records of items brought in
by the pupil throughout the year in connection with voluntary interests
in school v;ork or out of school activities, records of school club par-
ticipation, contacts with group leaders of 4H, G-irl and Boy Scouts to
determine the degree of participation in club activities, closer recess
observational records, complete records of after-school and vacation work
(preferably with information from the employers), diary style pupil rec-
ords, and interests of papils revealed by their friends in conversation,
as well as in essay form.
Summary of Chapter IV .— It has been the purpose of this chapter
to report on procedures used by the writer in collecting and filing data
on pupil interests, and to suggest additional procedures not employed in
- X'
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(Included in planbook used by Concord High School for those entering the
Mnth Grade)
Pupil Questionnaire
1.
(This page to he filled in by the pupil.)
Wlmt studies interest you most?
2. What are your hest liked hohhies and atnusements?
3. What kind of hooks do you like best? Uane some of them.
4, What are your present preferred plans for lifevrork?
1st choice
2nd choice
3rd choice
5, Hame some occupation in which you have previously been interested,
6. Do you plan to go to college or some other school beyond high
school? ^V/hat colleges or schools do you have in mind?
What kind of v;ork do you want most to study?
7. Do your parents want you to go to college or other school beyond
high school? ^Do they plan to send you there? Is
their choice the same as yours?
8, Additional notes and remarks by pupil
i
6
I'
(Pupil Inquiry Porm Devised by the Writer for Use in Center School, Lincoln,
Massachusetts) 43
Information on Outside Interests
School Grade
Da±e
"Same
Age
I.
II.
If someone were to ask me v;hat my 5 favorite sTDaretime interests were
I should say: 1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
The type of hook I like to read best tells about
1.
2.
3.
4.
_
5.
Above is a list of five books I have read fairly recently.
Ill, My favorite types of motion pictures are in this order: I
1^ ^Favorite pictures are:
a.
IV.
V.
VI.
3. b.
4. c.
5. d.
e.
I go to the movies about once a week
(underline correct one) twice a v/eek
once every tv/o weeks
once a month
6 times a year
2 or 3 times a year
If I could have a summer job earning money the v;ay I would most enjoy
I would choose the
1.
following types of jobs:
2.
3.
If I could spend a large sum of money for something I wanted I'd buy:
1.
2..
3..
VII. As far as I now know I would like my future occupation to be in the
following type of v/ork: (Check group you like)
1. Business
2. Agriculture
3. Government - Army, Navy, etc.
4. Professions: Medicine, Law, Engineering, Teaching, ITursing, Ar-
5. Housewife
6. Skilled work - Mechanic, electrician, etc.
7. Any other, fill in here:_
chitecture
Then I would call my choice of occupation: first
VIII.
seco nd_
third
"
Write a paragraph about each of the following questions on the
attached sheet of paper: (l) How can the school and my teachers
help me in my outside interests? (2) Are my outside interests im-
^ortaat futur e ? HowT

this thesis, "but which would be feasihle for the claserooni teacher to
incorporate in a plan to gather as much information as possible on in-
dividual pupil interests.
Chapter V will suggest a simple form for recording interest data
noted during the year which can "be used "by teachers coning into ccntact
v.'ith the pupil, and a yearly summary form which could be written easily
from the results of the interest forms turned in by the teachers.
r
CHAPTER V
SUGGESTED I^THOD OF RECOEDIiTG DATA 0^1 PUPILS IITTEHESTS
The Heed for a Cumulative Interest Record
The responsibility of the classroom teacher.— In the preceding
chapters, the writer has presented hackeTound information on interests.
She has discussed common methods used ty others in locating them, and
lastly, has described her ovm techniques for assembling interest data.
Every classroom teacher should share in the responsibility of re-
cording data, in order to provide a well-rounded report on the individ-
ual pupil which will be a real aid to his future teachers and guidance
counsellors. However, it often happens that one teacher in particular
succeeds in getting close to a "hard-to-know" child. It is up to her
to take advantage of this good relationship, by makine^ detailed obser-
vations on his interests which v;ill compensate for insufficient data
turned in by his other instructors.
In a small rural school, teachers have more opportunity to discuss
common problems with each other than in larger schools (though ideally,
of course, there should be no difference). Information about the pupil's
interests circulates rapidly. However, in a large school, or in the case
of transfer from grade to junior high school, and junior high to high
school, the transmission of valuable pupil data is cut to a minimum, and
the teacher usually has to begin her study of individual pupil interests
at the opening of the semester with little knowledge of his interests
and activities. Very often it talces the whole semester or perhaps even
the entire year to become better acquainted with the special interests
-45-
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of the "harder-to-know" "boys and girls. The opportunity of assigning suit-
able individual projects and givin^j the most helpful educational guidance
is consequently lost.
This is time wasted which could have "been an opportunity for the
teaching staff and counsellors to develop what interests the pupil was
kno\\m to possess, and to add new or related ones. One solution, therefore,
to the problem of acquainting teachers and counsellors with pupil interests
lies in the keeping of interest records which are of reasonable length,
easily understood, and readily available.
Pupil preferences are most frequently recorded on the permanent cu-
mulative record card, where a space is usually provided for remarks on
hobbies or special interests. Unfortunately, because of space limitations
on such cards, this data is usually too sketchy to be of much value to the
pupil' s next teachers or to the guidance counsellor,
!Che cumulative record folder usually contains, in addition to other
routine data, special items of information on interests, such as: records
of interest tests, biographical essays, and check lists which indicate
preferences. However, despite the fact that in most cases these cumulative
record folders are open to examination, not only by teachers but other
staff members v^ith the permission of the guidance counsellor, perusal by
the average instructor may all too often be limited to the special problem
cases.
Therefore, it seems advisable thet some kind of recording system be
initiated which would (l) make it possible for all classroom teachers to
record special interests of pupils; (2) provide for the summarization on
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a cumulative interest form of the reports of individual teachers; and (3)
inform all teachers at the beginning of the year of the nature of their
pupils' interests.
In the section which follows immediately, the vnriter will propose such
a system of recording pupil interests which could "be used throughout the
junior and senior high school years. After experimenting v;ith several forne,
she has developed a method of recording which is not a cumbersome procedure
for the average classroom teacher and can be justified on the basis of
providing a valuable addition to the cumulative record. The task of re-
cording the data is not the responsibility of a single teacher or counsel-
lor, but is shared by all who have contacts with the pupil in his various
classrooms and school activities, and therein lies its greatest merit.
Explanation of the Recording System
Development and use of Form A.— In order to provide every teacher
v;ith an opportunity to record observed and measured interests of her pupils
in a systematic manner, a simple form has been prepared with the heading,
"Record of Pupil Interests". (See Form A — page 49) This form calls for
the recording of two significant kinds of information: (l) evidences of
special interests observed during the school year, with a notation of the
source from which the information was derived corresponding to the num-
bered list provided at the bottom of Form A; and (2) suggestions by the
teacher based on her experience with the pupil, indicating how his partic-
ular interests might be directed.
The plan provides for the distribution to each teacher at the begin-
ning of every school year of a copy of Form A for each pupil enrolled in
her classes. These could be arranged alphabetically by pupils' naoes. and
I
r
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in class groups, preferstly in loose leaf "binders to facilitate recording.
Eather than waiting until the end of the semester to record evidences
of significant interests shown by the pupil, the teacher should note them
as they "become apparent to her. Additional copies of Form A should "be
available in the guidance department or in the principal's office, when
one form proves insufficient.
Because effective and conplete recording depends so much on the facul-
ty' s understanding of the value of interests in education and guidance, it
is obviously important that the staff be instructed fully in the use of
this or any system of recording. Even with a well-prepared faculty, speci-
fic suggestions for noting and. recording interests should be given before
Form A, or an adaptation of it, is introduced into the classroom.
Summarizing interest reports ,— Since the object of the proposed plan
of recording interests is to provide every teacher with a developmental
record for each child, some provision must be made for bringing together
in summary form his various teachers' reports on him. Other workable
plans ma^^ be devised to meet local needs, but the v/riter' s proposal for
preparing and distributing summary records has certain advantages which
will be dicussed later in this chapter.
Illustrations of completed copies of Form A are given in Chapter "71,
At the close of the school year, the classroom teachers should turn
over all the cor.rpleted forms to the guidance counsellor or to the teacher
designated to keep pupil records. In the case of a school without a full-
time counsellor, one member of the faculty should be released from regular
activity to summarize the information collected from the copies of Form A
passed in by all the classroom teachers.
t
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RECORD OF FUPIL IIW3RSST3
Name
. .
Grede
. ^ Yoer 19 19_
Teacher Subjeot Ago .
^ireotione't ' Record below all evidenceB of eignificQnt intoroBta c' : Jl
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter doeigneting i'-.i--
source ((see liet (a)~(K) below)) from which the informs.
t
ion wee dei-fv^^ ,
^
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DIRECTIIJG I13TEREST3 OF THE PUFIL:
Note; Additipnel
.
au£^gOB.tions nay be lir^tcd on enothaor ghort end e". •.cche d
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading profrrencoe
(B) Inventory of interests (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionairo-checic list) (H) Data fron counselling conta
(C) Teaching observation (I) Date from parent-teacher
(D) \7rittcn work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Pert-time work
(K) Miacellaneoiifi
. T' ''i . J. "i (I. . j> . . . --Lfif'
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Development and use of Form B .— The next step is the filing of the
coiapleted Form A Record of Pupil Interests, in each pupil's cumuletive
record folder. Some time before the "beginning of the next term, these
reports should he read hy the guidance counsellor and used as the basis
for a summar;^ of the most significant items.
j
The writer has devised a special form in tvro sections which provides i
a convenient method of assembling and evaluating the above data. These
pupil interest indicators are designated as Form B-^ and Form Bg, for use
in junior and senior high schools rBspectively. (See Forms B^^ and B2,
pp.51 and 52) Both forms contain three sections corresponding to the tiiree
grades in each group. It is suggested that somewhat more space be allotted
for the summary of the first year in both junior and senior high school,
since more new interests tend to be observed at that tine,
I'Jith practice, a guidance counsellor or instructor could easily read
through the Form A records and sumnarize on Form B a brief statement in-
dicating the pupil's developing interests. By making carbon copies of
Form B, all of the pupil's teachers in the succeeding grade could have one |
for readj'' reference, in turn contributing new information about him on
Form A, Thus, at the end of each year, Form A, with its record of current
interests, would be returned to the guidance office by all the teachers,
and discarded as soon as its data had been sumr-arized on Form B, which
would be kept on permanent file. Form B^^ would serve for the three years \
of junior high, and then be forvrarded to the senior high school with pro-
motion to grade ten. In this way, every teacher vrauld have a cumulative
record of pupil interests at the beginning of each school year, which would
tend to improve instruction as well as guidance. !Tote: 8^" by 11" paper has
been used for the sample forms included in this thesis. However, many
€
FORM Bi (JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL aBAD2S)
PUPIL IITTEREST IltDICATORS
Name Previous Grade
^
Year 19 19_
SUMMARIZED IMEEST DATA
Grade VII Year 19 _19 School
~
Courses
t
Activities:
SUGGESTIONS FOR DIESCTING Il'TERESTS:
PORI'f Bi (COHT'D)
&rade VIII Year 19 19 School
Course ss
.
Activities :
. .
. ___
_^
Grade IX Tear 19 19 School
Coorsee ;
Activities:
SUGGS STIOITS FOR DIR^C^JHG Il?TI3fflSTS:
jJote; Additional cuggeetions may "be listed on anol^her sheet and attached.
fCm B2 (SEinOE HIGH SCHOOL GRADES) 52
FOPIL INTEREST IliiDICATORS
Name Previous (!J-rade Year 19 19
SUI^IIARIZHID INTEREST DATA
Grade X Year 19 19 School
Courses r
^
Act ivit lest
SUGGESTIONS FOR DIRECTTHG INTERESTS J
|
Note? Additional su,c:ig:estions may be listed on ai^other sheet and nttnche-l.
(over)
tomi B3 (CONT'D)
Grade Xl ^. Ye.ar^ 19 3,9 ^ . . School
Courses:
Activities; ' - i"
-v «r- ~ ir_-x—
SUGGESTlOHS FOR DIHECTIHG liTTEKEST^':
Grade XII Year 19 19 School
Courses r
^
Activities }
'S TO. DiESCTJI'C-.. rr:=TERBSTS.J
Note; Additional -suggestions may be listed on another sheet and attached.
schools may find a larger size more practical.
Advantages of the Recording- System
Advantaiges of the forms presented .— The writer can see myriad in-
stances in which summarized information on pupil interests, kept consist-
ently throughout the ye?TS in Junior and senior high school can he of val-
ue to the classroom teacher, especially vrhen it is readily available for
use. Ordinarily, little is known ahout the class assigned for September
each year, outside of information briefly outlined on a permanent record
card or that revealed by casual talks with the teachers having contacts
with the pupil the previous year. These discussions often center about
special problem cases, or pupils v;ith outstanding abilities, v^hile the
great bulk of the class come to their new teacher as a sort of grab-bag.
A few of the advantages of keeping pupil interest records rre:
(1) Modification of the sub.ject matter tauf,ht:- In studying the
class's summarized interest records, the teacher will want to modify units
of subject matter to a considerable degree, to allov: for class interest
and individualized work projects. Time can be distributed more advanta-
geously v/hen class interest has been established. On the other hand, it
is also the duty of the teacher to expand the interest horizons of pupils
as wellas to capitalize on v/hpt is already there, especially when new and
unfamiliar subject matter is introduced.
(2) Aid in handling: behavior problems :- Knowledge of a pupil' s in-
terests may be useful in handling behavior problems. Cne striking example
will be cited here from the witer's teaching escperience.
Donald was an eighth grade boy with a reputation for past poor behevioi;
e
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The first few v;eeks of school he shov/ed displays of temper in the classroom
and ajti evident lack of s6cial adjustraent. His difficulties were a^'eTravated
"by the fact that his father v;as av/ay from home, serving as a captain in
the United States iTavy, It did not tal;e long to discover that the ITavy
was Donald' s major interest,
"From then on, Donald was given adequate opportunity in all classes
taught "by the writer to display his great knovdedge of the navy. He was
frequently called upon to diagram and explain information to the science
class on naval v;eapons, ships and equipment. In special project work in
social studies, he folloved the development of the United States ITavy
through the Civil, Spanish-American, First and Second '.'orld Mars. He under
took these assignments in addition to the regular 1;,- assigned work. Por
hook reports he read hoth fictional and technical information on ships and
the llavy. frequently, he \«)uld receive data in the form of charts or other
materials from his father, which he used for source material. He won
prestige in his own class through this interest, as well as in the seventh
grade, for he was often asked to share his knowledge vrith them.
The rapport established vrith this pupil resulted in a marked improve-
ment in his classroom "behavior and general social adjustment. The writer
feels that the knowledge that this special interest existed, and the op-
portunity given to Donald to develop and share this interest with others
was a great help in her efforts to replace his undesirable "beliavior with
constructive activity. This is merely one example to show how an appeal
to the real interests of the pupil ma;^^ be helpful in dealing with certain
types of behavior problems. Furthermore, not only individual but group
behavior y^^n tend to improve, since interest is essential to the :r.ost
I
meaningful learning.
In the case of Donald, the interest in ships and the IJavy v,'a8 par-
ticularly marked, and displayed itself early in the year, but there were
some children whose interests were not very apparent to the teacher, or
who v;ere analyzed too late to he given the proper help and guidance. For
these children, it would have been helpful to have had a cumulative inter-
est record available for use at the beginning of the first senester.
Several words of caution may be necessary for teachers who might tend
to attach too much significance to any one factor in v/orking with pupils.
Certainly ability, to mention Just one raore important consideration, should
be just as carefully taken into account in educational planning and guid-
ance. And the teacher should also guard against placing too much emphasis
upon a single interest, especially on the junior high school level, since
this should be the period of greatest exploration,
(3) Aid in educational and vocational guidance :- Keeping a record
of pupil interests over the period of the school year may prove useful to
the counsellor as well as to the classroom teacher. Interpretation of them
may help the pupil in his selection of the most suitable course of study
to follow in the high school, or in the choosing of electives. The infor-
mation also could aid upper class pupils in malcing vocational decisions,
and in planning further educational training. Therecognition of interests
as well as abilities would enable counsellors to assign available part-
time and summer positions to best advantage. Then too, in preparing for
an interview, a sumr.iarized record of interests like Form B may save much
time for the busy counsellor, who has many other duties in connection with
her work.

(4) Basis for Initiatin^s: discussiont - In addition to the testing
procedure used to reveal interests, Torm B can serve as a basis for initia-
ting discussion of present interests with the pupil, since confusion as to
specific educational goals or vocational objectives is common among adoles-
cents.
Once the pupil feels that the counsellor understands his interests,
he will "be more likely to discuss difficulties in his home or school situa-
tion. The counsellor can perform a real service to the individual pupil
"by referring such problems which are not directly related to her field.
Such referrals might be made to medical authorities, social service agen-
cies, and club groups,
(5) Aid in self-appraisal :- The summarized interest records vill
help the pupil to gain insight into his o\m situation, and focus his atten-
tion on the various possibilities open to him. He should be encouraged
to explore a variety of interests, and yet concentrate on one or tvro major
ones at a time, rather than "spread himself too thin". Thus, the interest
records can be used to advantage, not only by teachers and counsellors,
but by the pupil himself.
Limitations of the Recording System
"Allergy" to record keeping:. -- Naturally, extra paper work is a burden
to most teachers, because of the additional time and effort involved. The
writer recognizes that recording interests of pupils might seen a nuisance
and a non-essential task for those teachers who are not "guidance-minded".
Therefore, the responsibility for explanation should be assumed by
the guidance counsellor or qualified person designated for the task, and
a demonstration should be made before all the teachers. They should be told
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the proper v:ay to collect and record the intere!:t infornation; using a
specific cace as an illustration, the counsellor should make sure that
the instructions are understood perfectly. If the reasons for keeping these
records are clearly understood "by all the te^-chers, cooperation will be
forthcoming.
Difficulties in schools of lar^e enrollment .— Another difficalty
of this recording system would "be very apparent in a school with a large
enrollment. In many of the "big city systems, the teachers merely have a
"nodding acquaintance" with the average child, and are so "busy covering the
state syllabus that they tend to have little opportunity to discover pupil
interests during class time or even in after-school activities. Despite
these difficulties, there are some opportunities for getting closer to
the pupil: faculty members can sponsor extra-curricular activities and
volunteer as advisers to these groups, they can not only attend parent-
teacher association meet ins regularly but take an active part, and lastly,
they can, if they really work at it, make those "Open House" programs really
count. The home room should be just that — a room where the pupils can
feel "at home" — and not just a convenient place for checking attendance
and keeping their coats.
To do their job properly, teachers in the large school systems, more
than any others, v;ill have to go out of their way to study the individual
pupil. There are no short cuts.
Summary of Chapter V.— If a system of recording interests can be
used in various vays for the benefit of the pupil, it should be employed
until so.Tie better method can be devised and substituted. The writer ^
cribed in this cliapter one such system, erple^ined its use by teachers and
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counsellors, and pointed out its advantages and limitations. The increas-
ing educational requirements for teaching, the growing number of guidance
departments in the public schools, the improving methods and materials for
teaching, and the development of more adequate testing procedures have been
made primarily for the better education of the individual child, v/ith his
special abilities, limitations, and interests. The more the teacher knows
about a pupil, the more she can do to help him.
Introduction to Chapter VI .— In the following cha pter, five case
studies from the writer's experience as a junior high school teacher in
the Center School, Lincoln, Massachusetts, will be presented to illustrate
the use of the proposed forras A, B^^, and B2 for recording pupil interests.

CHAPEER VI
PEESEI'TATIOIT OP KEPEESE:TATIVZ CASES
Basis for selection of cases .— The five sanple cases to "be presented
are liased on the interest records of pupils in the seventh and eighth
grades. The vrriter has reported on pupils with whom she was well-acquaint-
ed. At first, an attempt was made to classify pupils into four groups on
the basis of interests:
(1) Those with a multiplicity of interests not focussed on a partic-
ular field
(2) Those with a multiplicity of interests seeming to form a definite
pattern
(3) Those with apparently few outside interests and a decided lack of
evidence of intense interest in any field
(4) Those with few outside interests hut shov;ing evidence of intense
interest in a particular area
However, it was felt that this was largely an artificial classification,
since the majority of junior high school pupils seemed to fall into group
one. Furthermore, the analysis was made on the subjective evidence col-
lected by one teacher alone,
1/
Preyer, v;ho has devoted much time to an analysis of interests, has
reached these conclusions:
Most children have a sufficient number of interests; the problem with
them is the selection of the most healthful interests at the -:oment
and the most profitable for the future. The adolescent is in much
the same situation with the element of discrimination between the ob-
jects and activities of interests assuming greater and greater in-
portaiice until the major choices of life are made.
iT Douglas Freyer, Op. Cit., p. 418.
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Strong also points out the complexity of interests!
Each individual has many interests of great variety and coniplexity.
At any moment, of one, or at most of a very few is he conscious. Vary-
ing combinations of interests are continually appearing; in his cons-
ciousness. Guidance hased on these interests must tap most if not all
of the existing trends and valuations and must take all into account
if it is to "be of genuine worth.
The prohlem of classification of pupils for reporting of interests was
finally seen as "being so complex that it v/as decided that each studj;- should
"be treated on an individual "basis, since each pupil appeared to present
a different pro"blem. An attempt was made to select pupils of varying a"bil-
ities, dissimilar social backgrounds and classroom adjustment, and having
different special interests inside and outside of school.
Form of presentation .— Each of the five case studies vrLll "be present-
ed in the form which has "been explained in the preceding chapter. After
completing the summary for each pupil, the writer discovered that the sur-
face of the pupil's interests had "barely been scratched, despite the anount
of material collected, Hov;ever, if such a record \ieve kept over a -oeriod
of years by classroom teachers, a fuller picture of the pupil's interests
would emerge, proving a valioable supplement to other information collected.
As a preface to each case study, a short sketch is included, contain-
ing information not necessarily pertinent to the interest records but help-
ful in gaining an understanding of the pupil as a whole.
Note: all the data recorded is authentic, with the exception of naaes
used. Also, in some cases, pupils omitted authors' names, in listing books
read for formal reports, on the Pupil Inquiry Form.
1/ Edward K. Strong, Change of Interests With Age . Stanford University
Press, Stanford, California, 1951, p. 16.
fI
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Preface to Case I.—Calvin Chase
Calvin is a slender, frail twelve year old "boy in the seventh grade.
He is of medium height with fair complexion, light hair, and blue eyes.
He is a sensitive, high-strung child with many nervous gestures and a voice
which often "becomes shrill under stress. His face is very expressive and
readily registers his reactions. Calvin can "become quite loquacious and
appears to enjoy arguments and discussions. He reads extensively and is
ahle to employ the information gained in answering questions, and in con-
versations,
j
Calvin enjoys being the center of attention. He is v.'ell-liked "by the
girls of the class, but disliked by the boys. Perhaps an immediate cause
of their dislike is his play-ground behavior. Calvin lacks skill and
strength in athletic endeavors and resorts to biting, scratching and kick-
ing opponents. He frequently becomes hysterical and loses control over
what he says and does. He seems to enjoy playing with the girls more than
v/ith the boys, and perhaps this can be explained because he does not have
to compete with them. However, he is an active member of the Boy Scouts.
It is very difficult for Calvin to complete an assignment. He seems
to dislike conforming to rules and regulations. Despite the high achieve-
ment records on the yearly psychological tests, Calvin has done consistent-
ly poor school work; adjustment to the class group appears inadequate. Since
it is essential that help be given to the btilliant, poorly-adjus ted pupil,
knowledge of interest activities often can supply a clue about the Vpe of
help that can best be offered.
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Name
RECORD 0? PUFUj IL3T3RSST3
Calvin Chase « 7Grade Year 19^3.9 ^
Teacher j^Js. -tr-arsons - Subject -Somerooia 12
Directions: Record below all evidences of eignifiogint interests ob.-'^.rved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter dc&igneting the
eource ((see list (a)-(K) below) ) from which the inforndtion M3e deriv'od,
1. (a) Eesolts of the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory classified
by general rating, and percentile (number in parentheses)
VERY HIGH HIGH AVERAGE LOV^ VERY LOW
Scientific(84) Social(60)
Aesthetic(72) Commercial
Mechanical (35)
Natural (32)
((Total Score(53) ))
2. (B) Favorite spare-time activities: building radios, coin collecting,
stamp collecting:, mounting grasshoppers. (Reported June 1946)
Calvin enjoys science books best. He goes to the movies 2-3 times
a year and likes animated cartoons. If he could select a summer
Job, he would like building and selling radios. He v;ants to become
either a doctor or a professor,
3. (I) Interviews with parents: father said he mshed that G, wo'old study
his regular school work more instead of "always fooling around with
his experiments". He reported that C. has built up a little bus-
iness vdth a friend. The two boys build radio sets and sell them.
Calvin's mother reported that C. read a grert deal at home, and
had to be checked on constantly because he was always in the midst
of some dangerous experimenting, "poisonous gasees, gas masks, di-
ving helmets and the like."
4. (K) Calvin takes an active part in planning games for the clgss part-
ies and is very resourceful. He vrs the "life" of the Christmas
and Halloween parties with his hu..o."ous dramatizations and ability
to direct others. He enjoys social functions. He gets along much
better with girls than boys but has improved. Fistfi^-hts are less
coimnon than in September and he has better control over his temper
,
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER P'OR DIRECTING' I13TEREST3 OF THE PtJFIL;
^
Calvin' s relationship with the boys needs to be built up more,
possibly through encouragement in learning some sport well, like
swimming, tennis, ping pong, etc.
Note; Additional surges ti one ney be lifted on anothor ehr^ t e^techcd
.
'(a) Standardized interest invent cry (F)' "Reading nrefrrencoe
(B) Inventory of Intereete (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quGStioneire-check list) (H) Data fron counselling oontectp
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) VTritten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
(K) KlBoellsneouB== ^=«——==
i' ..^-..v ,.'.~^iv ^ ..-u- .;,. •.
•
* r. • 1 > • '• f t . .• • •
.
• '
... •
• ^^.^it;:^, } .-^^ ^ .^. a-
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RECORD OF PtJPIli IIITSRESTS
Name Calvin Chase Grade 7 Year 1945i94€^
Teacher
. Mrs, Farsons Subject ,jMlish „
Directionet Record, below all evidences of significant intercste ooaerved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter dosigneting the
eouroe ((see list (A)-(Ky below)) from which, the inforridtion wee dc^.-ivod.
1. (D) In a composition entitled "Three Wishes" Calvin wanted: "a one
tube 37-250 band with plug in collar and batterys", "a'iPorse code
sending set with osolatoer and spark colle and transformer" and
a cabnet type crystal radio and earphones and varable cordensor"(Calvin's spelling)
2. (D) In a composition on "My Favorite Possession" he wrote about his
-x (r^
^^"^ because he is a real pal and likes me. "
3. (D,e;C's hobby notebook and project were based on his sta'np collectionIn his essay on his outside interest he v/rote: "I have built utd
a medium sized collection and have a beautiful album and collecttoi
of stamps on the cover.
. .
. I learn a lot from hobby. I learn torecognize foreign countries and cities, the medium of exchange inmany foreign countries and what the countries look like from thepictures on the stamps. I like this hobby because the information
I get will be of benefit in time to come and moreover, it is aninvestment."
4. (C) Calvin also collects playing cards for the pictures on them, for-eign and Americ?.n coins and has a large collection of minerals
classified and neatly arranged.
nU^M'lyr ^''^ ^ P^Pil t^-'o classes. Eeuses all his spare moments during school hours to rerd It has
t^r«^^n^*^^^°'' '""^v
^^^^^-^^^^^
^^IPPed the r;cess period
fi ^TT^
*° o^' ^ook in the classroom or library.
"riSed'S/'?°'"'\'^''^^'^^ Coats at C...,^.. p^tterson-I liked tne story because it holds one's interest and has lots ofexcitement," and Microbe Hnrtpr.,
"by Paul de Kruif
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DIRECTING IICTSRSSTS OF THE PUPIL i
Calvin needs to have help in spelling. Perhaps his reading canbe tied m with his class work in various subject<» and t^^for^correct spelling stressed for scientifi:^:;:;h:ld'^us?::ss
^
Note: Additional 'suggestions ney bo linted on anothor shoot end ettechc dj
\
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading Dreforencoe i
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities I
quest ionaire-check list) (H) Data from counselling contactF
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) VVi-itten work conteets
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
===== (K) Ii^iBcellaneouB
5. i',
.i .<-><
•
}
• f 1.
I/.
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RECORD OF PUPIJj I1W3PEST3
*, Calvin Chase ^ , 7 .045^.46Name ^ G-rede Year 19 . 19 ,
Teacher ^ Va-b. !^ar sons Subject E.r^^[i Ago 1^ . " .
(pr-ee tv;o)
i^irectionet "Record below all ' c^vidences of eignificant interests cbaerved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter doeigneting the
.cource ((see list (a)-.(K:) bclovvr ) ) ^ from which the Infqmdtion was derf.^o-j..
6. (cont'd) ether books Calvin listed vera: Captain Ezra - A Sea Story;
The Voyap:es of Doctor Doolittle - Hugh Lofting-; and Sadio Book for Boys
by Morgan. "I would recomnend this book to others because it teaches
you hov; to build crystal radios of all types and way up to one tube
radios. All the radios are simple and they are fun to build."
7. (E) Calvin does excellent oral v;ork, although he has a tendency to
speak too rapidly. He has an extensive vocabulary and a vivid imagi-
nation. He speaks well extemporaneously and holds the class' s atten-
tion,
8. (C) Often during a class period Calvin daydreams or draws i::-.aginative
pictures.
SUGGESTIONS BY ItSACHER FOR DIRECTING nnTERESTS OF THE PUFIL:
^^""iK^
^^d^eaming and pictures indicate some enotional diffic-Lty
o^^c, f
*° helped very much by his teachers. Psychiatricr psychological help night be stressed in talking with parents.
Note; Additional euggestione ney be lifted on another ghoot end ettecl;"e d.
(A) Standardized intereet inventory (^F Reading DreftTencee
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leiaure hobby activities
qucstionalre-check list) (H) Data from counselling contacte
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) VVtitten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
^-=-- (K) MieoolleneouB
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RECORti OF PUPUj UTTERESTS
Name Calvin Chase ^ q^.^^ 1 Year 1^- 19^:
Teacher Mr.g. Pnrsojggv Subject Science Ago 1 ?.
^3 I
plrectionsj Record below all evidences of Bignificant intorcsta ols'^-rv-d
diiring the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eoin'pe ((see list (a)''(.K) below)) from which the infomation wee derivr-3
.
Calvin volunteered to do nany erperi..;ents for the cIpss. He has
demonstrated home-made apparatus like diving equipment, radio set,
and motor, and hss e^lained the theory of the dry-cell.
2. (E) C. diagranmed and explained latest developments in the cor.structicn
of the dirigible, principles of radio and the lever principle. Ee
performs chemical experiments using apparatus set up by himself,
C. reports to the class on his scientific reading.
3. (D) Calvin' s witten v;ork in science is not so good as his oral work.
He has difficulty in writing rapidly, does not include sufficient
detail. He has trouble with spelling.
4. (F) C. borrows all classroom books available on his current scientific
interests. ^\'hen vn:itten assignments are completed, he reads books
and magazines on science borrowed from the town library.
5. (Gr) Calvin has brought in an extensive collection of minerals and in-
sects, and started collecting magnets ( and" sv;ap-oed" such items as
parachute silk, radio parts, pieces of barrage balloons for dif-
ferent types of magnets).
6. (Z) ^fnen the Audubon representative presented a program for Grades 7
and ', C. was able to answer questions asked the groups, and was
able to identify many of the birds which were shown, as well as
having many questions of his own to ask,
7. (K) I took a group of six children to the Museum of llatural History la
Boston. C. wps well-informed about the animals and birds, and dl
covered imniediately vrhat apparatus made a stuffed ermine in one
exhibit change color to correspond with the change of color under-
gone by the live ermine when the season changes. He exolained the
device to the others.
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER
,
FOR DIRECTING DITERB^TS OF THE PUFILi
No comment.
Note: Additional susgostionfl ney be linted on ancithor ehoot er.:i e'. cache d,
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F; Reading nrefrroncoe
(B) Inventory of tntereste (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activltioe
questionaire-check list) (H) Date fron counselling oontacte
(0) Teaching observation (I) Date from perent-teachor
(D) \7ritten work contacts
|
(E) Oral work (J) Part-tirae work I
——^
— (K) I'iecollancoue !
-ft V*«- ••^'^ • V ** «^tV. • » / » .
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RECORD OF PUPIL I1W2RBSTS
Neme Calvin Chase Oye^e 1 Yeer 19^^9 46
Teacher ' H^TltflA g^bjoct "^-^'^^ /«o
"
blrectionej' ' Record below all evidences of significant intercGte o'.;s^r7' d
during the year. Indicate before each Item the letter dosignoting the
Bouroe ((see list (a)-'(K) below)) from which the info.mdtion wee derive J,
1, (C) V/hen allowed to select his ovm subjects for drav/ing, 0, is quite
competent and original. His pictures are often of a morbid nature
coffins, plane crashes, men being annihilated, battle scenes,
falling aircraft. The continual reappearance of this type of pic-
ture may indicate a serious lack of adjustment,
2, (C) C. has made detailed sketches of radio-ccntrolled planes, mechan-
ical men v:ith death rays, and diagrams for constructing diving
apparatus,
3, (C) This year, Calvin has shown a great interest in cartooning, making
fun of his classmates in a subtle way. He learned this from an
eighth xyade friend v*lo is outs+-,anding in art work.
4, (C) C, enjoys art and has a good feeling for color and line, He creates
pictures to illustrate music he hears, unlike most of the children
v;ho have difficulty interpreting the music in terns of art,
5, (C) C, becomes discouraged if his art work does not turn out the way
he wants it to, and has to be urged not to throw away his efforts.
He dislikes conforming to the rules set up for art work in Lincoli
School ;i.e,, using no pencil) but has improved somewhat,
6, (C) V/hen illustrations of winter scenes were shown to the class, C.
was able to analyze them, shov/ing understanding and feeling for
art unequalled by any other member of the class.
StfGGESnONS BY TE?iCHER FOR DIRECTING IITTERESTS OF THE PUPIL:
'
Calvin's drawing should be encouraged, and through projects he
whould be kept so busy that he has no tir.e for morbid pictures.
However, they nay be an outlet for something else, like a des-
truc.tive ,j,m];).i;i,^^ t9^Yard £ie:;l?er,a .gf farii.ly. Rt.c,
Note; Additional Bu^gestionB nay be lifted on another sh^ot end etteche d,
(A) Standardized interest inventory (fT Reeding preference
e
(B) Inventory of interests (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionaire-check list) (H) Data fror. counselling cor.tacte
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from perent-rteacher
(D) \7rittcn work ocntacte
(E) Oral work ^ (J) Part-time work .
(K) "iecellencous !

-Km 3i (JUNIOR HIGH "SCHOOL GRiDES)
Uame
Calvin Chase Previous Grade 6
OTORIZiSD INTEREST DATA
Year 19^1.195-
'Grade VI
I
Year 19 45I94S SchO 01 T.inpfiln i^PnfPr
CouTseB
:
English
,
ari thn pti gnm'fll aj-.udiPR,
—
sc i Pixc e j. FJt , .-ottsAc ,!
•nhvsicfll Rdur.ptinn. ^ __ —
Activities ; nalvin'g i nt.pr pr;t.c ppo-n tn />onf.P-p -a-rnnnn cp^ anna nnA
art, confirmed "by the L.A. Interest Inventory. He has built radio sets
and diving equipment. Collections include: coins, stanps, and minerals.
Reads extensively, especially sci,^p.ce^j^d adventure stories.
Group participation : Calvin still has temper outbursts occasionally,
hates to conform to rules. He has recently won more group approval "by his
original ideas in planning class parties. This year he "built up friend-
ships with two hoys having similar interests in science and art.
School work ; Calvin's oral work is excellent, hut his written work
is "below.hi.s ahiXity shown,J3n. the, aciiievement tjests^-Ee. is acre iax^ested.
in arithmetic fundamentals, in which he was formerly weak according to the
Progressi.y.e..AQhie.v.ferafe4i4^'' Tests.
.
. ''-"i ' a?."!.. ' t'-.>i>
_ ^ ...... :^#>.''^;
SUGGBS.!giOH&7P5® /I>IKS€^^^^^ U'5S3lIlST^f; ;*rr
C. should he given opportunity to demonstrate his science interest to the
class. Better organization of materials and accuracy in sources of infor-
mation shduld he stressed. More advanced reading materials should be pro-
vided for Calvin, and he should be kept busy, since he is intellectually
superior to his classmates, for the most paxt, and finds routine rork bor-ing. C. needs to malce better group adjustment, individual st>ort8 training
!Ji«^"fff pf""* i^/'^o^P sports. Parents are progressive m:d likel^v to cooi-'erate if C s evident need, for psyciaatric. help .is interpreted ci^eful^
*
Hote? Additional sugr.estlohs faav be listed on"ari(5thei^ sheet attached^
(over)
!
Grade Till Y«ar 1$ X9 School
Course gt
Grade tt Year 19 19 School
CoUr36
6
1
.
,
^ , ,
Activities ?
Ifotei Additional Suggestions may ]3e listed on another' sheet and attached.
Preface to Case II.—Peter D.
Peter is an o'bedient, good-natured twelve year old of Aenenian ex-
traction, in the seventh grade. He is in excellent health and has had
perfect school attendance for the past four years. The "boy presents a
neat personal appenrance. His desk and all possessions show a sense of
order which is outstanding compared v;ith r.iost of the other boys in the
class.
Peter is short and stocky, with dark hair and eyes. His parents
are first generation Americans with great pride in their national origin,
and this same pride has "been transmitted to their youngest child and only
son, Peter,
He exhibits qualities of dependability and persererance. Although
his school work is of mediocre ^ality, he is conscientious about passing
in home assignments. He takes things seriously, and is often taken advan-
tage of by his many friends, seems easily influenced by them, and is both
loyal and generous.
He seems to be extremely attached to his family and concerned about
their opinion. Like many European fathers, Peter's father is strict and
domineering, and the mother and older sister also exert a protective, re-
straining influence on Peter. The family is very willing to cooperate with
the teachers and have taken an active interest in the boy's progress both
in as v;ell as outside of school.
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EECORD OF PUPIL lOTSRSSTS
N«me Peter PenarIan Orede .7 Year 194519 46
Teacher ^'g's. ^rar sons " ' gubjeot Homeroom Age l^
JJlyeotione; Record below ell evidences of eignifioant intoreste obs'trved
diiring the year. Indicate before each item the letter dceignating the
Bource ((see list (a)-(K) below)) from which the, infomation. wee derived,
1. (a) On the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory, results showing
fields of greatest interest were:
VERY HIGH HIGH AVERAGE m'l VEHT LOW
Mechanical (6 3) Scientific(ll) lTatural(2)
Aesthetic(44) Social(l)
P (,\ , , , . .
Comercial( S3) ((Total Score(3) ))
^. ^a; a Bmet test, given by the school psychologist, scored 105 I.q.
Poor foundation in phonetics but P» s ambition to go to trade' scV'ool
v;as found suitable.
3. (B) Favorite spare time activities were: driving a car, mechanical
work, swimming, driving a tractor, as of June 1946. If Peter ha^
a large sum of money, he would buy a jeep, tractor, car and gaa
station. He enjoys adventure stories most, but reads seldom. I
Choice of occupation is engineer.
4. (I) A visit v/ith parents revealed that the father, a carperter by
trade, was very strict, but spent much time teaching him to use
tools, work in the garden, care for poultry and build things fortne home. The mother reported that Peter was useful around thehouse and helped her with the heavy work. An older sister, recently m the WAVES, also helps to supervise Peter's activnies and
assists him with his homework.
5. (C) Peter is good natured, lets others take advantage of him He isgenerous with his possessions, though the other boys often fail toreturn them to him. Although he is a good follower in the club
activities, he has little leadership ability
6. (C) His bdst friend is also interested in mechanics and sports Tbeyplay together not oiily at recess and gym periods but after school.
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER tOE DIRECTING INTERSSTS OF THE PUPIL;
ITo comment.
^Qt'e; Addi'tional eviggostibnB" nay be I'ir^ted on "another Bhret end ettac'Ecd. ]
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F)
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G)
quest ionaire-check list) (H)
(C) Teaching observation (I)
(D) 'iVtitten work
(E) Oral work (J)
(K) IliBCelleneouB
Reading Dreforoncoe
Leisure hobby activities
Data from oouneolling contacts
Data from parent-teacher t
contacts |
Part-time work I
r
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HECORD OF PTJPH. IITTSRSSTS
Neme
Peter Denarian
Teacher
.-,irs. .?gff.^9Aff,
Grade
^
Subject 'i^riglisti
Year 19 4519 ^46
Direotionet lifec'ord below all evidenoee of Bignifleant intercete observed
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
source ((pee list below)) from which the Info.rniation wee dop^ivcd,.
1. (D) Peter's "Three Wishes" v/ere:^^! want this wish because I think that
I will accomplish something from it. Ily first wish is to hsve the
ability to be an airplane mechanic. second wish is to go out
west and own a razich with about 75 hundred head of cattle, M7
third wish is to be an airplane test pilot because after th« planes
have been built they must be tested. ...As soon as you get about
200 feet above ground it may stop running and you will be killed
after the plane crashes."
2. (C) His best friend is Richard P., who has similar interests and v/ho
"bosses" Peter constantly,
3. (D) In a composition entitled "A Day for Myself", Peter wrote that he
would like to work in his uncle's gas station. "I would be pump-
ing gas and putting oil in cars, putting air in tires and wiping
windshields, cleaning off the guard in back. I v/ould like to spen
my time this way because... I think it is fun to earn a couole of
dollars on mother's day to get something for my mother."
4. (C) A favorite possession is a baseball glove given to him by an uncle.
He is a loyal Boy Scout and is considered a good sport, tho-i^-h n:.t
a leader,
5. (E) P. enjoys giting oral reports and is very poised. He volunteers
eagerly for parts in any dramatic activity and does well. His oral
abilities far outshine his written work.
6. (P) P. has read the following for book reports: Tojg Sawyer. Euckleber-
iXJlinn, Steady, (baseball stary). Laddie. Son of La'ssie .
7. (D,P, C) Peter dislikes written work, has great difficulty in spelling
Needs remedial work in phonetics. He does not enjoy readi"Jig be- I
cause of a limited vocabulary. I
„
^' brings t.he ^po^el jlfiflftg };e j^^.a nia,(ifi |-„-,, ^rhnn^ ,iQf trwUco. .
SUGGESTIONS BY mOHER FOR DIRECTING INTERESTS OF THE PTJFILT
Peter needs encouragement in leadership. His enjoyment of oralSnglisn may be one means of encouraging this, as well as hisinterest in baseball, model planes and mechanical thin.-s.
Note? Additional suggest ions ney be linted on another ehrot. and attache d
•
(A) Standardized interest inventory ('
(B) Inventory of interests (infomal
quest ionaire^check list)
(C) Teaching observation
(D) VVtitton work
(E) Oral work
F) Reading nreforencoe
(G) Leisure hobby activities
(H) Data fron counselling contacts
(I) Data from perent-teacher
oonteote
(J) Part-time work
(K) I'iscellaneoue
1
' . '^v* • i, .i, »f- , .• «
C
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RECORD OP PUfI3L. i;W2RESTS
Name ^^Tl^ITA^ . . Year 1945^19Jo.
Teacher V^^^°^^. - Subject Science Age 12
Mrections; Record below ell evidences of eienificeait interests observed
dirping the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eouroe ((see list (a)^(E) below) ) from ?/hich the inforndtion wee dcri.vodp
1. (E) Peter enjoys contributing informationbased on his knowledge of
tools ajid machinery. His fatxher teaches him how to use these
2. (D,E) For his aircraft project, Peter follov/ed reading materials,' and
looked up information, diagrammed neatly en exolanation of wei-hts
and measurements of the various parts of the plane. Por his workin presenting these facts to the class, Peter\as presented with
a book. He remarked how pleasedhis faiiily would be.
3. (E.F) P. frquently volunteered information gained from 'reading air-
craft magazines and Bopular Ilechanics.
4. (G) Much of P.'s spare time is spent on his hobby, wooden airolane
^ fr\
He has brought in four or five, carefully 'executed.
0. ^c; Peter has a perfect attendance record in the Boy Scouts, aids
actively in drives and has won many merit badges. a
6. (K) P. has joined swimming classes for the past Ufo summers and nowIS tr^/mg to obtain a life-saving eertificate. The teacher re-
ry fn\
excellent coordination and quickness to learn.
• l^^^^ volunteered to learn to run the movie orojector for thefollowing year. %:e enjoys setting up axi^r equipment, like thephonograph recorder and slide machine.
8. (0} Peter showed great interest in eighth grade models of home-made
Q (r\ ^.^i^'^^i f^ ^ pictorial display on electrical data,y. {C) Although Peter has a strong interest in mechanics, his limited
vocabulary has hindered his comprehension.
SUGGESTIONS BY TJliiCHER K)R DIRECTING IIWERSSTS OF THE PUFlLJ
^ ^^^^^^ language difficulty, although vis
for't '\ ^''^ ^^'^^ are stro^^ot'iva-tions nis child, particularly from his own family, and teasers.
Notei Additional suggeetione ney be listed on another shoot end. afoachod*
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading nreferonoee
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities
questionaire-check list) (H) Data from counselling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) Written work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
(K) MiBOollaneous
.. v. Jv ^r.j ''i.v. • ^- '• d 'C:.h:l ,\''.. : r ;• ;•;
roRM Bi '(,nmiaR''5ioH school giudes)
Uame
^
.
-.
- .- pUPIt IITTEREST -IlIDtCArOllS -
.
Peter. Denairi.an . - Previous (k-'ade 6 j Ye^ 19 44 19 45_
SU1«-1ARI2BJ) IFEERSST DATA
Grade VII Year 19 19 ^ School
Lincoln Center
Courses! Engli sh, arithmetic, social studies, science, art, mslc.
'* P^^i^al education.
Activities ; r-^^,,p T='r>'ti ^ir-ti-ni P^t.fir ifi an Rrtivp niPa.Taer
the Boy Scouts, 4H CIuTd, school haselDali team, life-saving class, though
|
not a leader In any of these. He Is dependable and well-liked.
Vocational Interests : Peter plans to attend trade school upon com-
pletion of the eighth grade. His parents approve of the choice as v;ell as
the school psychologist who admlnrstereythe Binet test and who interviewed
Peter.
Interestfe shovm Inschool : Peter enjoys the physical education pro-
gram, as well as oral work. He is competent and poised when presenting in-
formation to the class, and has a jileasing voice. His "background in phonet-
ics is poor, and his vocabulary is llndted. He reads about adventure and
\
aircraft, likes projects like airplane model-making. These appear to be
well-made from fairly complicated plans.
Outside of school interests ;. Peter-enjoys working- in his uncle's
garagd, and driving a .car and tractor. His father, a carpenter^,ha(i^,taught
him hov: to. use thfe^Vifei'l-ous tools and to care for a vegetable garfifcen" as well
as for poultry.
SUGGESTIONS POE DIESCTIITG II'TERESTS:
Peter needs opportunity in school for work in mafiual. jUaining. He needs
remedial instruct ion.n^vtesding:.
!
""ifiori .Opp%'i^ be given to devel-
op self-reliance in ,-;roup activities, perhaps through his Interest in oral
work and dramatics. More contacts are needed with the family to esolain t^e
need of supervising rather than ordering Peter to do things. Interests seem
numerous but are not encouraged by the present school oro^rram
Note: Additional suggestions may be listed on another shee t and attached.
-•• :jOE14 Bi (COHT'D)
&tade VIII ^ l^'lf^^Sff- '""Sc&i'
Courses!
Ac;bivities ;
SUGGESTIONS DIRSCTIHG IimSE^TS:
Grade rx Year 19 19 School
Courses:
Activities;'
•SUGGESTrOilS POH DIE3CTIHG IIMTEEHSTS:
Note* Additional gU|g:geetions.may tie listed^ gfi aaother sheet and-'aVtached
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Preface to Case III.— Betty Coale
Betty is a tall, energetic dark-haired pupil in the seventh grade.
She takes her school work and play very seriously and does well at "both,
She is inclined to worry and sulk if she does not understand something
immediately. Betty is the youngest of a family of five children, three
girls and two boys. The Coale family is well-known for its many activi-
ties. They have organized a small home orchestra, in which each aemter of
the family plays a differant instrument. The whole family enjoys sports
and can often "be seen on the "big front lavm playing "basket "ball, soccor,
or football. Each child has definite home respongbilities. Mrs. C. is
active in many different organizations. She does extensive church work,
is an active member of the parent-teacher group and is a nurses' aide. In
order that she might have the time to participate in the hospital program,
Betty volunteered to plan the meals twice a v;eek and help with the house-
work. Many visitors come to the Coale home ajid staj- for the da;/ or for
short periods of time.
Betty is an unusual junior high school pupil. She not only has excel-
lent scholastic ability, but she is a idader in her class. Her interests
in numerous areas are supported by an amazing number of activities. In
the future she may need help in focussing these many interests toward the
most suitable objectives.
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RECORD OF PXIPIL lOTICRESTS
Neme ^^^.^y ^Q^^;^ Gre<ie Year 19^5 19 46
Teacher Mrs." Vai'sqns Subject Homeroo^a Age 12 .
.. II . .1 .1 >f 1 1 iiif fi I 11 I I J . « ii I I I ' 0 » "
"
i> " I » I ' I ' I ' ' ' '
Directions: Record below all evidences of significant interests ooserv^-d
^
dii^-ing the year. Indicate before each item the letter dosignoting the
,soTjroe ((see list (a)*'(K) below)) frcmi which the information was derived,
1, (B) Betty reported that her favorite spare-time activities v;ere; base-
ball, basketball, tennis, swimning and football,
2. (B) Her choice of summer Jobs would be taking care of children, moving
lawns and doing housework,
3, (B) If she had a large sum of money she would buy furniture for her
mother's house, have it painted, repaired and a pool installed,
4, (Z) Betty has been chosen class secretary and serves on committees to
plan class parties.
5. (K) She seems interested in the v;elfai'e of others. B. often rides wit 1
"the underdog" and actively defends them.
6. (C) Betty enjoys helping the teacher correct papers and likes to help
pupils who have trouble with arithmetic. She is very patient,
7. (G) Each week Betty takes trumpet and tap-dancing lessons,
8, (K) Betty's classmates are enthusiastic about her many accomDlisliments
and admire her rather than display feelings of jealousy.'
SU&GESTlONS HY TilACHER FOR DiRECTim INTERESTS OF THE PWIL.:
Betty should be encouraged to explore many occupations, like social worker
li-^n^^'a^foL^'L'Ivi'^k' '''' ^^^^^ ^-^^^^ social i:::'!"*x oence ana ther capabilities can be utilized.
Note; .Additional suggestions riey be .linted on nnothor ehcot end atteched
.
(A) Standardized interest' inventory (fV Reading nroforencos
|
(B) Inventory of intereste (informal (Cr) Leisure hobby activities '
quest ionaire-cheok list) (H) Data from couneelling oontaCtP
(0) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) Written work ocntacte
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
= (K) MlBCollaneoue
. V. .-,
.
'-f-
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(Please see attached sheet)
RECORD Of Pt3P.IL mSRESTS
N«me
Teacher
Betty Coale
Mrs, Pai'sons
Grede
Subject
7
English
45 46
Year 19 19__
Age tS*
.
Directionei Record below all evidences of eignificant interests observed
diiring the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
pource ((see list (^)^(K;) below)) from wh|ch the information was dcrlvod,
J". Betty appears to be greatly interested in the English work, ,
enjoys composition and always passes in work for extra ere-
I
dit. Compositions show hximor and writing ability beyond most
of the members of the class,
2, Betty reads extensively in school and at home. She likes
adult fiction as well as children's stories and apparently
understands most of her reading. This year she reported on
Heidi , Melissa Across the -^ence , Bambi*s Children , Green
Light and How To Play Baseball
.
3, Her compositions reveal her love for sports, her interest in
others and her love for music. She chose her trumpet as her
favorite possession, and wrote: "There are many reasons why
I like it. One of the reasons is that it makes very pretty
music and another reason is that I like to play popular songs
and I love to practice my lessons because I know it will
help me in my future."
I
4, In a composition entitled, "My Three Wishes" she shows her ||
interests in sports, "One of my wishes is to have a basket-
ball court in my backyard and I would like to hcive a swimming
pool right near it so when I finish playing basket-ball I can
go in for a swim. The reason why I want these two things is
because my ambition is to be a professional basket-ball play-
er on a women's team, and also I want to be able to swim and
dive for my recreation. If I could have this first and best
wish I would be the happiest gipl in the world.
My second and best wish is to be able to play baseball
this summer up at the park v;ith John Davies (Note: sumcer re-
creational director for Lincoln, Mass.), so that I can get
**"
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER "FOR DIRECTING BITERESTS OF THE PUPIL;
Note? Additional siiggestione ney be listed on another" shoot and etteched.
(A) Standardized interest invontojry (F) Reeding T)r'eferencoe
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities
queetionaire-check list) (H) Data fron oounselling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from perent-teacher
(D) Wtitton work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
—=- iK) MiscollaneouB
1?I-
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RECOPD OF PUPIi. I1JT2RSST3 (Second Sheet)
Name
Teacher
Betty Coale
.
i^arsons
Grade
Subject
Year 19^h9^^
Direotionet Record below all evidences of significant interests oDserved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eource ((see list (a)-.(K). below) ) from which the infomation was derivcj ,
"exercise and be re^dy to come to s6hool in the fall.
i
My third wish hf.s soicething to do with school. It is about i
the new girl that came here. Her name is Jean S. I want the!
wish to come true because the wish is to make her fit in with
the seventh and eigth grade children, also to make her a bet-
ter sport in soccor, baseball, badminton and the other various
sports she needs. If I can help her in any way I can I «ill
be very grateful. She needs friends because she is new and
she is shy and kind of feels out of place coming to a differ-ii
ent school at the Isst month."
5. (J) Mother tells me that Betty earns spare money by taking
care of children. She also does housework, at home, and can
prepare an entire meal. I had a chance to visit at the hoce
and I was served with a delicious meal which Betty had helped
to prepare,
'6. (K) Betty has been a full-fledged member of a boy»s baseball
team for the past two summers. She is considered a good sport
and excellent player by the boys of the team and by the coach,
7, (%) Betty is proud of her older sister who is interested in a
wide variety of sports, and who is attending a nearby univer-
sity and training to be a teacher.
8. (G) For her hobby notebook Betty reported on baseball.
SUGGESTIONS BY TMHER FOR DIRECTING BTTERESTS OF THE PUFIL:
Betty should be given every opportunity to exhibit leadership,
at the seme time encouraged even more to help the poorer students
and less well-adjusted classmates.
Note: Additional suf;^gosti one ney be jinted on ano ther 'eh'oet end ettechod.
(A) Standardized interest inventory (fj Reading nroforencoe
(B) Inventory of interests (inforraal (G) Leisure hobby activities
questionaire-check list) (H) Data from couneclling contact©
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data fron parent-teacher
(D) \Tfrlttcn work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part^tirae work
(K) Mi soellaneoUB
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RECORD OF FUP'a. i:^T22iEST3
45 46
Name Betty Coale ^ q^^^q 7 Year lO^,
Teacher MTS, v^arsons Subject Science . i^e 1^
Directione; Record below all evidences of significant intercste o". s-^rvoj.
d\aring the year. Indicate before each item the letter dosignatir^ ':he
source ((see list (a)-(K) below)), from which the informAtipn wse der' vcd. . .
1, (C) Betty has had excellent grades in sci!^;nce tests, al-
though she is not particularly interested in the subject. The
incentive for doing honor work seems to be that of the mark
involved, rather than any interest in the subject itself, as
she explained herself.
2. (E) (D) Diagraniffled and discussed operation of oiother^s washf-
ing machine in connection with the work on machines. She had
obviously absorbed the information given her by her father,
and was able to answer questions put to her by the boys,
5, (K) Results of the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory
were as follows:
V.High High Average Low V, Low
Commercial (69) Natural (2) Scienticic
Social (38) Total Score 12 (5)
Mechanical (33)
Aesthetic (32)
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DIRECTING ilTTERESTS OF THE PUPIL:
No comment.
Note; Addttione.1 suggestions ney be linted on p:iothor ehoot arA etteched
«
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reeding nreft^fencoe
^
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities |
quest ionaire-check list) (H) Data from counselling contact^i
(C) Teaching observation (1) Data from parent-teacher
(D) \V5ritten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-tine work
(K) t/Liaoellaneoue

. — (jmilQR HIGH SCHOOL ItBADES) i . : %^
Hajne Betty Coale Previous Grade 6 Year 194419 45
SU1-114ARIZED IITIEREST DATA
Grade VII Year 19 j4a9 j46 School Lincoln Center
Courses ; Language^ aritmetiCj history^ geography^ art,
physical education^ science, music
Activities : Betty hc.s a large v-s.rlety of interests which
are cultivated intensely.
Music
-
Betty studies trumpet and practices faithfully.
Dancing
-
Betty has taken tap-dancing lessons for four
years, £he..is, quit.e. acctrmplished, Judging by class
demonsflratlons' at pa-rties. i---'.'' .^-^.^v•
Gi^l^_Scouts- Betty is a very active men^ber and partic-
ipates wholeheartedly in drives.
j
ClassrooiD- B. is extremely popular in class and is
often elected to positions of leadership. She pouts
when plans miscarry and tends to be over-anxious about
grades, though she does very well.
Sports-Member of boys baseball" team- in the sumirjer, i
Betfey,^..sl^ws unusual ability and leadership Ixi sports.
Home activities- Betty' gets paid for doi ig hbuse^ork
at home. She can cook and serve a complete meal and
-'
- en j oys helping around the house . « .\ <i
- Paid jobs- Betty does hausework for others, cares for
•——•children, fpows- lawns.- She is enthusiastic^ s.bout class
room projects and wants to be a physical education
teacher.
SUQGjE.§.TJ01\TS lOR DIRSCSJIfG IL'TERESTS:
Betty»s music interests might* be broadened^o include participa-
tion in a school orchestra or smaller music group. She needs to
be encouraged to explore other fields besides teaching physical
education, like welfare and organization of charitable drives,
and the like. However, on the whole, Betty needs little help
from the guidance counsellor because of her good social and in-
tellectual capadties.
I
Not^: Mditi^nal' -'sugiT^stions aay listed on ' aapt her ehget 'and -attach.ed.
(over)
I
7Q8M Bi (CONT'D)"
Grade VI tl Year 19 19 School
Courses!
,
Activities ^
1
• 1
SUGGSSTIOIS FOR DIB3CTIUG IMSBESTSk
'
Grade IX Year 19 19 School
Courses -;-
_
Activities;'
( lev o
)
SUGGESTIOITS FOR DnSCTING lOTRES.TS:
ITotei, Additional sUf:gestions may l)e listed on another sheet and attached.
r
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Preface to Case IV,—John Creel
John is a physically immature eighth grad "boy v;ith large, lueterous
eyes and an amiahle expression. Although he is thirteen, he appears to
he much younger than the other hoys hecause he is so short. John has an
eiKcellent vocahulary and spealcs well and earnestly, despite a slight lisp.
He has a good sense of humor, but is very sensitive to jokes ahout himself.
Jolin' s lack of interest in schoo]|work is quite in contrast to his ex-
tensive aftdr-school activities. However, he has expressed much concern
over his future. He seems quite decided on an occupation, wi.ich may he
hased more on family desires for him rather than on his own a-nhitions.Ee
is the youngest in the family and has been overshadowed by an older brother
who is a brilliant student, and an older sister who was also outstanding in
school. John is a pupil of aVove average ability, but the ambitions seem
to surpass his achievements so far.
He is extreriely absent-minded and often forgets writing materials,
school books, and library books. Assignments are either done under last
minute pressure, after school, or forgotten completely.
It seems difficult for John, who is physically immatiore, to co:::pete
successfully with the other boys in the cIpss in sports. Consequently,
his associations are mainly with younger boys/ He is an individurJist who
seems to be either by himself or with one boy, rather than a part of a
larger group. Although the Boy Scouts offer a program which is in line
with his expressed interests, he refused to Join. As he expressed it, "I
do not like to be told v:hat to do."
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RECORD OF PTjPIL mSRSSTS
Neme
Teacher
John, Cree:^.
Mrs, .ParftQQfi
Grade
Subject
8
, ^
English^
Yeer 1^19
Age 13
46
Direotionei Record below q11 evidenceB of eignifioent intorcete cbse.t*ved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter doeigneting the
eourpe ((aee list (A)-(g) below) ) from which the information wee dcriv-od>
1. (G) Chose the topic. Fishing , for his hobby booklet. He
was very enthusiastic at the announceiDent of the hobby work
but his interest wore off quickly. The notebook showed his
lack of willingness to follow instructions (which vfere mini-
mal)
,
and a scarcity of content for one who had such comii.and
of the subject as John did, as well as actual contact with it.
2, (D) A composition on Three Wishes revealed the following:
John would like a three week camping and fishing trip up soiue
large river, an occupation that he enjoys and that he is in-
terested in, and lastly, (showing his sense of humor) "To livel
in a paradise with springs of 7 Up and Coco-Cola with trees
bearing all sorts of fruits."
3. (F) Book reports were on: Trapping . Back to Treasure Is-
land, Jim Davis . Black Tanker , and Tom Sav-r/er
.
4. (B) Five favorite spare time activities were: swimming,
badminton, fishing, hiking and camping.
5, (B) John would like to spend a large sum of money for
something particularly wanted, like (1) 40 beehives (2) library
6, (B) He listed his choice of occupation as: (1) doctor
(2) biologist and (3) scientist.
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DlRSCUNG II3TER3STS OF THE PUPIL
»
Outside reading might be directed toward biographies of famous
scientific figures, with perseverence stressed as a scientific
attribute.
Note; Additional euggeetione ney bo iVntod on oriOthcr sh(^ot and etzechc d,
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading vr^'twencce
(6) Inventory of intereate (infonaal (G) Leisure hobby activities
questions ire-check list) (H) Data fron covj-.erlling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Date from parent-teacher
(D) VTritten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time woric
-
- - (K) lUecoll&neoue
i
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Name
RECORD OF PUPIL MSRSSTS
John Creel Gr^de 8 , . Year 19 4^9 46
Teacher Mrg
,
Parggns
.
SUbject .^^-^^^"^^^ - Age
J^ireotions: Record below all evidences of eignifieant interests c'^&'^.v. Ji
during the year.. Indicate before each iteia the letter deaigneting t'r. e
souroe ((see list (a)-(T ) below) ) ,from^which the infom-dtion ^es dey"
1. (E) John gave an excellent oral report on the life-history of
the bee. This talk was based on knowled^re gained through bee-
keeping. He earns spare money through this special interest.
2. (F) Tiiroughout the year John has brought in many books on
natural history which are part of his own library and his older
brother »s.
3. (C) J. appeared very interested in the study of life froiD
its earliest beginnings - one-celled plants, animals, early forns
of man. He did not seem to enjoy the v/ork on engines and machines.
4. (C) J, enjoyed learning scientific terms. In oral vork he
expressed himself with a good selection of words. John often
quotes from the many books he likes to read,
5. (K) I saw John out on the playground showing his microscope
set to a friend and explaining its use. He brought his chenistry;
set to school on another occasion,
6. (H) J. and I discussed the homework problem. He says he "forif-
gets" to do it because he delivers eggs after school on his pouXj-
try route. J, keeps chickens himself and is an active member ia.j
the 4H, VVon a badge for his gardening and poultry work, '
7. (K) John is often observed lying flat on the ground "studying
the ants" with a magnifying glass. He has done some trapping and
has earned money from the furs,
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DIRECTING I13TERESTS OF TEE PTJFIL:
John»s parents diould be asked to "remind" John about his hoii:ework
which insofar as possible, should be slanted toward his interests,
in science and nature study.
Note; Additional suggostione ney be linted on onothor ehret erA et^ecLc d.
(A) Standardized interest inventory [t] Reading r>reforencoe
(B) Inventory of interests (infernal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionaire-check list) (H) Date from counselling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Date from perent-tcaoher
(D) VVtitten work ccntecte
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
=-^---^.^= (K) Miscollanoous ======

FOR'! A
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RECORD OF PUPUi II^ITSRSSTS
Teacher Mrs^ Parsons Suh.leot .c^^f^
,
.qf.iiri i Age T3
birectionsj fiecord below all evidences of significant intorcsta obsa-^Vcd
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
i
soufce ((see list (a)->(K) below)) from. which the inforndt ion was derlv-O'l,
1, (a) Results of the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory
classified by percentile and general rating:
Very High High Average Low Very Low
-Natural (90) Scientific (27) Mechanical (14)
Aesthetic (14) Social (4)
ComiDercial (12) Total Score (9)
(D) Each pupil selected a phase of conservation to present to
he class. John chose fishing. He had great difficulty getting
tarted on the project and needed extra time to complete it. The
Sketching done on the poster was fair but the comrijents on the chart
showed lack of adequate preparation,
(D) For the vocational project in social studies, J. selected
"physician" to write on. His supply of refernnce materials was
pore complete than others in the class because of the nature of
his topic, but nevertheless, he had difficulty in completing the
project and had to pass it in late, with very little information,
» (C) J, has added many coiDiuents jin the social studies class
based on his reading of history. He seems to enjoy reading novels
of a historical nature,
5, (a) Results of the Kuder Preference Record were: I
Rank Field Percentile |
1 Scientific 98 / ^ .
2 Literary 90 (cont»d on
3 Social service 79
stapled sheet
)
suggestions' BY TE/iCHER FOR DIRECTING D3TEREST3 OF THE PUFILi
Note; Additional suggestions ney be lifted, on another ehoot and et bache d.
{A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading Drefrrencos
(B) Inventory of interests (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionaire-check list") (H) Data fron coMTiSolling contects
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data fron parent-teacher
(D) Written work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-tiine work

82x
Additional Kuder PreferenceRecord
Results For
John Creel
Rank Field Percentile
4 Artistic 49
5 Computational 25
6 Mechanical 22
7 Musical 13
8 Personnel 11
9 Clerical 7
4
cc
Bl (COHT'D)
(Jradb Vtii PTev.0TB.d^^^B^'l9^^i^^^"^^' '^cMbM^ Lincoln Center
Year 1944-45 q3
..' Course 6 1 English, ipathematics , social studies, geography,
muslQ^:, art , - phy.s j^gl edyu^t ion
.
Activities'; John shows his interests mainly in the natural
fiel(j£, Jhis,wis shovm in sucjti .©ut-pl'-s^hool activities as care of
poultry, bee-keeping", 'trapping and fishing; -'John- is active in 4H
club work and has completed hig- projects i'or them successfully. The
Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventbrij^ indicated high rating for
the natural field, followed by the science firld. The Kuder Prefer-
ence Record rated ^sfci^ce highest.. •. -V •• r,-;.
interests shov/n in school worlu- John enjoys giving iiptil r^orts
and is competent when discussing outside interests. Written work is
cohsideirably beloW oral work, John records sciencfr-said^history as
his favorite subjects, ^ •
,.
Group part ic ipat ion,
-
John has a small eirc'i'^"of^>5e«t friends,
enjoys being with one or two boys tather than with a gang. His sport
activities are not extensive, because of his small size, but he en-
joys badminton and horsehoes, both activities only involving a few
people. Dislikes conforming to rules and is very forgetful,
SDOGSSTIONS TOR DIBEQTIKG JITTEKSSTS:
John should have more club activities to further his interest in nature
study and help him in his social adjustment. His vocational objectives
need direction and opportunities in the natural field should be pre-
sented. Course study should include all the sciences offered by
the school. More contacts should be made between the parents and
the school to help John in his social adjustment.
Grade IX Year 19 19 School
' CourseB ;
Activli^ies ;
SUGCESTIOiTS FOH DJISCTIHa INTERESTS;
" ifetfii '"Aaditional suggeetiofts may "be list-edi .on.^aQother sheet a4^\attdc'4gd.
PUPIL II7TERBST IMDICATORS
Previous Srade
.
Year 19 19
SUMMARIZED IFIERSST DATA
Gferade VIX
Courses:
Year 19 _19 School
Activities!
^SUGGESTIOl^TS POE DIESCTI1T& INTERESTS;
JJotet
. M<iitio.nal^/s]^f:ge'st4^,}?jg- n>ay be l^gt^d" 'pnraitptJagrf^&heet. and^ atj;achear
y (over)
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Preface to Case Y.—Edward Brown
Edward is a tall, fair-haired, well-developed "boy of fifteen. At
casual glance he may easily "be mistalcen for a seventeen or ei^;hteen yesx
old. He is over-aged for the eighth grade, having "been left "back for one
year. He naturally surpasses most of the other hoys in size and maturity.
Edward's voice is deep and his complexion is poor. He shows a great in-
terest in the girls and enjoys going to dances and parties. Preo^uently,
he can he overheard on the playground, hoasting of his exploits with the
girls to iiirpress his classmates. Although his voice can scarcely he heard
in the classroom, or in response to adults, he seems to hallow on the play-
ground and often uses uncouth language.
In school he seems to he -very self-conscious — he hlushes readily when
speaking hefore the class, and v;hen conversing with an adult, he will often
look dovm at the floor rather than at the person v;ith whom he is speaJcing.
His expression is often sull?y and his nouth hangs open, giving one the
inipression that he is stupid and apathetic; hut Edward is far from either.
His out of school activities have clearly shown his capahilities in many
directions. After careful ohservation of the hoy one gains the impression
that here is a sensitive, over-grown youngster who has heen forced to cover
up constantly with an air of defiance and hravado contrarj-- to his real
personality.
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RECORD OF PUPH. nJTSRSSTS
!|
Kerne
„ Mffar<A SfQWi> Grade 8 Year 194§L9_46
'
Teacher parsons. Subject Englisn /^ge -'•'^
Direotibne: Record beiow all evldencee of eigriiflcent intercste obfierved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eource.((eee list ,(A)^(g) below)) from which the information was derived,
1 (bV Edward noted his five favotlte Spare--cin]e aci:ivii^ie5
:
flowers, farming, driving, horse-back riding, looking at new
trucks and cars*
2. (B) The books he liked best were: How To Grow Carnations.
£enrod and rToverniijer\t Hunters,
3 (B) If Edward could have his choice of a sumii^er job he would
like: working on a farm, working in a florist shop, forking for
the town,
4 (B) He would spend a large sum of money to buy his ovm green-
houses, truck and car, and his choice of occupations was: florist
navy, farmer.
5. (D) In his composition, A Short Autobiography, he stated
that he wanted to go to the Walpole County Agricultural School
after completing the eighth grade. "After I have completed col-
lege, I intend to buy a farm in New Hampshire or Massachusetts.".
6 (D) In a composition entitled My Three Wishes . Edward states
that he wishes he could have his own florist business, join the
paratroopers, or make a success in business.
^
7 (D) Writing on "Would you like to have a job like Frank
Buck^s-?-' Edward says, "I would like to because you wo-.id be
out in the woods with the wild-life and you could come and go
as you pleased with no one to boss you."
SUGGESTIONS BY TOCHER FDR DIRECTIIJC? INTERJSTS OF THE PUPIL:
No comnjent as yet.
Note; Adciittonal at^^geetiohe "be liBtbd on "ar^other shoot end" ettache d.
(A) Standardized interest inventory^ > Reading Droferencee .
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities |
quest ionairo-check list) (H) 33ata frora counselling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent^-teacher
(D) Wtitton work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
========. (K) Kiscollanooue ^ ____=====: =
3^ ^ , ... 8 , .. v, xrv/oia bi&\ibZ . v,
wsn ^nx2iooI ^gnlbi'i AOjdcf-saioil ^§niviib ^anxtnisl ^aisv/oll
,aij50 bfiB aiioiJid"
, anoId-sn-iBO v/o iO oT vfoH xsisw d'aad bsjill sil 2:?ioocf siiT (9) .c;;
bluov! ed doi; I9.r:cajj2 b 1o soiorio aixi svbiI bLuoo bisj.bS. 11 (a) .o
.rrwod Sii^
-n99-i3 nwo aiii YJJd ^enom lo oiua 9§ibI b bngqa bljjow (S) ,^
t^alioll :aBw anuxd-BqjJuoo lo aoiioxio sxxl bns ^ibo i)nB ^iouiJ ^asaiioxl
f)9*£d-a 9ri
,
YrIqBi>ioxcfoJuA d"ioxl3 A ^nox^xaoqaioo axxl nl (a) .d
Iooiio3 lB'ijJd"IiJoxi§A Y^l'Jf^oO sIoqiB'.' an;}- od" o§ oO" baiinsvj 9x1 cfBXid"
-loo bsd'-Iqcaoj 9V«ri I ig^lA" ,9b3i§ xlctfi§i9 ed:} gnl^elqcnoo leJlB
"
.ad'd'9ai.fxio6a3B.J io 9-ixxlaqoiBH wsVI ni mTB'i b \ud oi bn->^nl I t939i
agd^BJa b-iswba eaQ-da xV/ sgniT yM beiiiias noj. cHacqraoo b nl (d) ,3
9ild' niot ^aa9nlajjd d'ai-iol'l nwo aiii 9VBri biuoo 9x1 a9xlaiw 9x1 itsxlJ
,aa9niaiJd nx 239001/3 & siLsm 10 ^ai9qouictBiBq
9:1x1 doQ B sVBxi sAil xso\ MuoW" no anx^xiVs; (Q) .V
9d bi -ov/ noY oauBOod,
. , ,od- 92lxl Mjjow I" ^^XB^ biBwM ^''93'2loija
OS bns 91UO0 bijooo jjoy -bna 9lxx-bliw 91!^ xld'lw sboow 9xld" nx d"iJo
".JJOY aaod od" 9no on dira b9aB9lq uox 3b
•»•)•« •- «^-
J-gy as d"n9ii:inoo oM
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RECORD OF PI^PIL I1JT3REST3
Name Edward Brown Grade 8 Year 19459 46
Teacher l/^r^. Larsons Subject Science Age 15
bireotionsf' Record below all evidencee of eignificant interests obeervad
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eource ((see list (
^
A)-(K) below)
^
from which the Info.rmation was derived.
.
il, (B) In answering the questionnaire which was a part of the
high school plan book Edward recorded that his:
favorite subjects were: History and science.
Best-liked hobbies or amusements were: Flowers
FariaQing
Movies
Hockey
Baseball
Favorite books were; (fiction) - Lassie Come Home
Northern Patrol
Present preferred plans for life-work were: (1) Flower grower
^2) Farmer
'3) Contractor
Occupations previously preferred were : Florist *
Farming
Road-work
* Edward wants to go to Massachusetts State College and study
to be a florist. He is also interested in Norfolk Agricultural
School,
SUGGESTIONS" BY mCHER FOR DiHECTINa DJTERJSTS OF THE PUPIL: '
j
Edward's ambitions seem realistic and his interest in flowers
should be used in his individual class projects, i.
Note; Additional sij^^estione ' my "b^ lifted on "onothor shoot anci attache d,
,
(A) Standardized interest inventory JT) Reading nreferencoe
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionaire-check list) (H) l5Bta from counselling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data frcsa parent-teacher
(D) Wtitten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-tine work
-======== (K) MlBcellaneouB -
I
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RECORD OF PIJPHj IllTSRESTS
Name
Tefeoher
Edward Brown
krs, Parson^
Grade
Subject
8
'serened
Year 1^51946
Directi^ne; flec'ord below ©ll evidences of eignifioant intercete obeerved
during the year. Indicate before each item the letter designating the
eource ((see liat (a)«^(.K) below)) from which the ..information, was derived,
2, (a) Results of the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory
classified by percentile and general rating:
LowV.High High Average
Natural (94^ Mechanical (68^
Social (84) Commercial (48
Scientific (43j
Aesthetic (34,
Total Score (67)
3, (a) Results of the Kuder Preference Record were:
Rank Field percentile
Very Low
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Social Service
Mechanical
Artistic
Personnel
Musical
Scientific
Clerical
Literary
Computational
86
67
l60
56
43
31
14
10
9
4. On the Binet test given in the seventh grade, the score was
100 I,Q. The psychologist recomiuended that the boy be trans-
f^rT^^^j^^Rftdi^ord trade F,cY^oql to repeat the seventh year. He
~^IONS BY TEnCHER FOR DIRECTING IirTERSSTS OF THE PUFlLl
"
Note: Additional suegoBtiona may be I^iBted on another ehrot jBr^d ettecho d,
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading nrefrrencoe
(B) Inventory of intereste (informal (G) Leisure hobby activities
quest ionaire-check list) (H) Data from couneolling contacts
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data from parent-teacher
(D) \7ritten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
- (K) Miecollaneous -
.
' r
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RECORD OF PI3PIL IIITSRESTS
Neme Edward Brown ^^^^^ 8 Year IQ^^g ^6
Teacher
..
'PHrHOlili- — Sub.lcat S^-'i^jnu^
'
iSireotione; Record below all evidenoes of eignificeiit interoBte o'oB'^.r^ei J
dui'ing the year. Indicate before each itt^rn the letter dosigneting the
source ((see list (A)-.('^j below)) fron ^hich the infom^tion wee dori'/o-?.
(cont'd from p. 87) was a behavior problem in school, and
his attitude marks were E for seventh year and D for eighth
year.
5, (E) Seemed to show some interest in the unit on Electricity.
Edward gave a talk on the fuse which showed scue practical know-
ledge of the principSjes of electricity,
6. (C) Listened very attentively while others demonstrated
motors and asked the speakers very intelligent questions.
Edward could have added much to the science class throughout
the year, but disliked oral work and was very self-conscious.
7. (K) During the absence of the Superintendent who super-
vised sports, Edward did well as referee for the soccor games
of the seventh grade boys. He seemed to enjoy making decisions
and kept the games going. He had no difficulty, as the younger
boys accepted all of his decisions,
8, (K) Refused to be on the school baseball team because he
felt much older than the others. He was particularly good at
baseball and was sought out for this. He has an excellent
build for football and sports in general.
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACHER FOR DIRSCTIIIG E.tTERSSTS OF THE PUFIL:
Edward should be encouraged to assist the coach as much as
possible.
Notet Additional eu^geetlonp ney be lifted on another shoot end et:;echcd.
(A) Standardized interest inventory (?) Reading prtftTcncoe
(B) Inventory of interests (informal (G) Leis'jre hobby activities
questionaire-check list) (H) Date fron coimsolling contecte
(C) Teaching observation (I) Data froin parent-teacher
(D) vvtittcn work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-tine work
(3K) Miecellaneoiie
I
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RECORD OF PUPIL II1TSRSSTS
Neme
Edward Brown
^^^^^
__^8 ^ ^ear 19^9^
Teacher Mr.6. Parsons Subject Social St. Age .15
tifi'rectione; Record below till evi'denceB of Bignificent intorosta ooserveJi
during the year^ Indicate before each item the letter dosigneting the
source ((see liat (a)-(K) below) ) from^ which the Infomiition Was 3eriv?'j ,
1, (D) In a study of occupations Edward did his best work in
social studies this year. He selected Florist as his subject.
His essay showed more actual contact 'vith the subject chosen
than that of any other member of his class. His interest dates
from the age of ten, Edward likes flower grov/ing because"...
it takes things off your mind and keeps you occupied and a
chance to make a little money on the side." Edward included
in his hobby booklet a plan of the small greenhouse in which he
works
,
2, (J) Edward w^as considered a good worker and dependable boy by
the florist who hired him this year. He has earned a man»s pay
iQT working for the town on the snow-plov/ and also as a volun-
teer fireman. He also Y/orks his family farm,
5, (I) His mother revealed that he was a good farm worker but
got into trouble the previous year with the teachers, and also
was in with "a rough gang". He was easily led into trouble by
others. She wants him to go to college and "study Latin" in
high school,
4, (fe) Edward gave an excellent illustrated talk on soil con-
servation. He is usually very self-conscious but his interest
in this subject carried him a way.
*"*
SUGGESTIONS BY TEACKER FOR DIRECTING DTTSRESTS OF THE PUFILi
Edward needs praise and approval for his outside occupational J
interests and more practice in oral English with emphasis on I
nis own interests to bring him out of his shy, self-consciousness
Note; Additional su»;^g;e6't tone nay bo liotod on oriOthor ehrct end et:;echcd
,
(A) Standardized interest inventory (F) Reading t>refrrencoe ji
(B) Inventory of interests (infomal (G) Leisure hobby activities •
questionaire-check list) (H) Data fron counselling contact©
(C) Teaching observation (I) Date from parent.teaoher
(D) VVtitten work contacts
(E) Oral work (J) Part-time work
|^ " (K) rTlBOellaneouB —

FORM (CONT'D)
Grade VIII Year 1945 1946 School Lincoln Center
Courses: Language^ aritlnmetic, history^ geography^ art.
90
physical education, science and music
Activities:
Part-time and Summer V/ork- ^arns a man's pay and does
heavy work on the farm and for the town. Enjoys work
in a florist shop and owner reports he is a good helper
and very dependable. Drives truck.
School participation- Edward has had behavior difficulty
in school. He was held back because of failure to adjust to the group
and its requirements. Size and age compared with others in the class
hindered adjustment. Manual Arts and Agriculture, two subjects that
would interest him are not offered. Only incentive for promotion is
the hope of attending an agricultural school.
Future Ambition- Mother wants him to go to college and stu(jy
Latin in high school, preferably a Catholic school because she feels he
needs "more discipline" and won't "get in with bad corapaniens." Edward has
decided on either Farming or Horticulture, On the Los Angeles Interest
Inventory, Edward has a very high rating in the Natural field, and above
average in Mechanical field. Kuder gives him the 67th percentile in Mech-
anical, Sports- Great ability and interest,
SUGGIHSTIONS FOR DIRECTING INTERESTS:
Clarificalion with parent of boy's potentialities and preferences and re-
direction of her ambitions for him, Edward also needs outlet in sports as
a leader, as well as a special course in high school in Agriculture and Man-
ual Training.
Grade IX Year 19__ 19 School
Courses;
Activities:
SUGGESTIONS FOR DIRECTING INTERESTS:
Note : Additional suggestions may be listed on another sheet and attached.
*1
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CHAPTER VII
SU14MAIIY, COITGLUSIOITS, HECOI-IIJIIDATIOITS
Summary
This thesis hps presented one teacher's atterrpt to devise some
practical method of recording pupil interests on the junior high school
and senior high school levels — a .^lethod v:>.ich could he r.aa.e availahle
to all classroom teachers "both readily and inexpensively. The proposed
system of Cbllecting, filing and summarizing interest data for each indi-
vidual pupil, if kept from year to year, and including as many kinds of
contacts with the pupil as possible , would enahle his teachers and coun-
sellors to help hira realize his fullest potentialities in all directions.
The study has included five major sections: first, pertinent
"baclcground literature in the theory of pupil interests; second, common
methods useful in locating them; third, a description of the writer'
s
procedures in her particular school situation; fourth, a suggested method
of recording this data, and five illustrative case studies; and fifth,
a summary chapter of findings, conclusions and recominendations, for fur-
ther exploration in the field of pupil interests. The "bihliograploy is
classified under the following headings: hooks, periodical literature,
and puhlications of learned organizations.
A copy of the Los Angeles Activity Interest Inventory (Experimen-
tal Fon-Commercial Form), accompanied hy an interpretation sheet may "be
found in the Appendix at the end of the thesis.
Conclusions
The conclusions presented here are taken "both from primary and
secondary sources. The secondary sources which directly folTow rerjresent
-91-
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results of research carried on by some authorities in the field of interests
pertaining most directly to this study. After these general conclusions,
the wciter will present conclusions dravm from primary sources based on
her practical experiences with every phase of this study.
Conclusions from secondary sources .
—
1. The more intelligent pupils seem to have a larger number of interests,
2. Interests of rural children seem more limited in niuaber, possibly be-
cause of the lack of resources available to urban children for pursuit of
hobbies,
^
3. The pupils of junior high school should use this period of their de-
velopment for exploration of a grept variety of interests with a fev/ vell-
selected, well-developed interests.
4. Since by the age of 21 the major interest patterns for both men and
women have been established, it is the responsibility of the school to
promote pupils' interests and to expand them.
5. Although the individual may express a deep interest in an activity,
the proof of the interest lies in his attempts to gain experiences w:ich
v;ill verify the stated interests.
6. The value of the cumulative recorde is that isolated f?cts may be un-
reliable and of no real significance; but when they a re seen in mutual
relationships, they may be more valid and reliable, A person' s daily
activities are significant when seen in connection with what he has done
previoasly,
7. A wide variety of methoas and resources should be utilized in the dis-
covery of pupil interests.
8. To one technioue in guidance should be used alone. A knowledge of
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pupil interest is use^ful to supplement data gathered in of .er areas such
as: abilities, personality factors, family iDackground.
9, In addition to the other dpta for counselling, individual interests
should "be considered in recommending courses of study, choice of electives,
part-time and full-time positions, and all future educational plans.
10, Few schools have kept cumulative records of pupil activities exper-
ience or work ea^Derience.
11, CTuidance programs must take steps to record more complete interest
records,
12, At every stage, children should be encouraged to pursue hohbies as
intensively as time and chance permit.
13, A hohhy that means doing something is more valuable tnan a collecting
hobby, although this is better than no jhobby at all.
1ft. A wide range of interests is more preferable for the adolescent t^ian
too close a specialization of interests.
15. As one progresses tlirough adolescence his interests tend to narrow
themselves dovm to a smaller field.
16. Interests even at the high school level are marked by patterns having
increasing stability with advancing age.
17. Interests based on superficial experiences may well be utilized for
explorational value, and be an aid in the deter.nination of more permanent
ones.
18. Interests based upon experience tend to have consideraDle value in
educational and vocational guidance, whose functions include helping each
individual find that occupation for which }:e is best fitted and in w.-.ich
he will have the most interest and be happiest.
1
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19. Psychologists have often stated that an effective learning situation
Is im-noBsihle until the teacher is intimately acquainted with her paipils.
30. The effectiveness of the homeroom plan depends on the ability, interest,
and enthusiasm of each teacher to put into practice the philosophy of the
guidance program^
Conclusions fron •primary so'urces .'"-'
1, Since the role of interests in learning has long heen recognized, a
plan should he made wherehypupils' interests are discovered, recorded and
utilized.
2, Some of the numerous teachers coming into contact with a child over
the period of the junior and senior high school years possesr special
information ahout his interests which should "be recorded and made a valualle
part of the cumulative record. At the present time, most of these observa-
tions are completely lost,
3, The writer of this thesis has suggested one possible method by which
each classroom teacher can be given the opportunity to record the pupil's
interests on a simple yet fairly comprehensive form,
4, An individual interest sumroary form has also been devised which will
contain an account of the pupil's interests drawn fror. all of the ir.terest
forms turned in by the classroom teahhers,
5, This summary form is written by the guidance ccmsellor or designated
teacher and is to be made easily available for use by the t eachers the
following year, the gxiidance counsellor, or for use by the pupil, himself,
6, A summary account of a pupil's interests gathered from grades seven
through twelve has -oossibilities for aiding the pupil in Bilection of suit-
able courses, elective activities, vocational aims or educational Tjlars,
I
7, The counsellor could also benefit by having a cujffolative eunLr.ary of
interests, for it wo^^ld serve a e a guide for pupil interviews, centering
about problems he might have about school or his future (see 6 above) or
as a conversational wedge for other problems of a personal nature which
the pupil may only need encouragement to discuss.
8, The teacher could benefit by having such a cumulative interest report
readily available, since she could use it as a g'aide toward individual
assignments, planning units of study, and t ov/eurd the better understanding
of the individuals in her class,
9, One warning may be necessfj^r in the study of pupil interests: the
importance of them must not be regarded as implying that there are no other
equally important factors to be considered. Pupil interests are one of
several educational and giiidance aids to helping the child to live and
learn happily; others are ability as shown in schoolwork and achievement
tests, personality, economic and sociological backgrounds, and the par-
ticular school situation,
10, The classroom teacher of today and tomorrow is responsible for more
than imparting subject matter. She must make a serious study of each
pupil for best results in educational planning or in the guidance prograc.
She must help prepare the pupils not only to enter secondary school and
college and earn a living, but to live a full life; and it is her duty
and privilege to introduce, develop and record pupil interests to improve
the quality of her teaching and to enlarge their horizons.
Recommendations for Further Study
The general field of investigation in respect to interests has innumer-*
able avenues open for further exploration not only by such specialists as
1
t
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ps7cliologiBts or experts in measurement a, but also by teachers, guidance
counsellors and other school workers.
Although the public schools have to so.Tie extent recognized the role
of interests, they still have a long road to travel before they have taken
full advantage of the interests of the individual pupil in educational and
guidance programs.
Since this study depends on the initiative of the' classroont teachers
and guidance counsellors the follov/ing suggestions for f-orther research
have been designed especially for them;
1, Pollow-up study which would indicate how the classroom teachers have
utilized data collected on individual pupil interest records,
2, Follow-up study on pupil interest records kept through the junior
and senior high school years. This study covld perhaps include interest
patterns discovered, values of the study for teachers and guidance coun-
sellors,
3, Studj' of correlation of results of interest tests taken over a period
of years by the same group of pupils. Testing ccild be administered more
than once a year.
4, Specific units of work in social studies, English, science co'^ld be
presented whose special purpose would be to expand pupil interests,
5, Specific methods could be presented for expanding pupil interests in
reading after an individual analysis had been aiade of reading ability and
materials read by the pupil.
6, Study indicating where pupil interests originate. Examples: those
attributable to parents, school, outside reading, plaj'^mates,
7, The devising of an effective pupil interest inquiry form suitable for
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a particular school situation,
8. Study of the interest activities of pupils constituting "behavior prob-
lems with suggestions for improving the "behavior "by suitahle interest activ-
ities,
9. Use of anecdotal records for noting interest information gained from
o'bservation,
10. !Further studies showing what pupils do after school in a special com-
munity. This information a"bout the leisure interests coiold "be gathered
from inquiry forms, o^hservational records, end parent interviews. Suggestions
for the comnrunity schools to extend leisure interests could "be "based on the
resiilts of such a study and it would "be usef\il in planning for the intro-
duction of special courses or units of study or more suitable extra»-curr ic-
nlar activities.
11. Devising a form which would more accurately report on the pupil's part-
time or summer v;ork, including comments made "by the employer on special
abilities or personality traits noted; and negative statements as well as
positive ones. This information could "be used as a part of the cumulative
record,
12. A report showing successful methods of helping pupils who seera to have
a paucity of worth-while interests. This sho\i.ld include an analysis of
factors which might "be responsihle, such as low intelligence scores, per-
sonality difficulties, poor home environments (including economic pro"blem8,
language and race pro"blem8, and poor family relationships).
In conclusion, the earnest guidance coimsellor and classroom teacher,
not to mention other staff members in the average j^mior and senior high
school, will, in their own school situation, find fiurther apnlicat ione for
ajay pupil interest data collected in a aystematlc and^jgactical_jra£^
T
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LOS AlJGLLES CLTl SCiiOOi. iJioTiilGT
DIVIcJiON Ol-' I;-STltUGTION Ai-^D GURiaCUL'Jr.1
Educational Research .-.-iid Guidance Section
I.WTERi^RETATION SHLLH
LOS Ai'JQELLS hCTIVITY IrlTLxat^oT lilVLiJTORY
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL .J^. (
(
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ) CHECK Ci.E
(
JUi'.IOR COLLEGE
.
STUDEi^lT'S WAivlE ^(X^^^j^rX^U^ I.C^^pyj/
SCPIQQig^lu/:^ /^^^^^ D..TE BjY Gxl-L,
INTEREST
FIELD
SCOxRE
(L-D)
1. AESTHETIC
2. COiViivlERCIAL
3. idECHAlJICAL
4. NxiTURAL
5. SCIENTIJIC
6. SOCIAL
PERCEKTILE
RAl.K R..TI..G
^'y-c-Lo^ r,^^-^
TOTAL SCORE
Suggested use of results:
The interest fields in wliich the highest cor.parative ratinj^s arc foimd
should be ;nad<j the basis for further counseling, Sdiool i-eoords, outside
activities and ability tests nhould bo usra to dotorffiine i^oSi3iblc occupation-
al levels witliin the fields. Consult tlio {j-uidaiioo handbook "Plottinsj Your
Gour3e"-»f- on how to stud7 the relationship betweon int^rosts, abilities, school
courses, a)id possible future work.
I
LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
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ACTIVITY INTEREST INVENTORY FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (Experimental Form)
(To be machine scored)
June, 1941
Content prepared by Kathryn Hertzog
DIRECTIONS TO STUDENT
In this booklet is a list of 120 interesting activities which boys and girls of your age enjoy. You are to show your own interests on a
separate answer sheet which is to be given to you. The item numbers in this booklet correspond to those on the answer sheet. Here is the
way you are to show your choice. You are to read each item and decide whether you LIKE it, are INDIFFERENT to it, or DISLIKE it. Blacken
the space under "L" if you LIKE to do one of these interests, under "I" if you are not sure whether or not you like it, or under "D" if you
DISLIKE to do it. Blacken the spaces with the special pencil provided for you. Be sure the space that you mark on the answer sheet has the
same number as the item you are reading in the booklet.
EXAMPLE:
To draw pictures L I D
^^^^^^^H • • • • • •
• • • • • •
In this example the pupil LIKES to draw pictures so he fills in the space under "L." Stop at Item 120. Before you turn in your paper, read
the instructions on the back of the sheet and do what they say.
• Try these two examples.
How do you like
a. To raise song birds L ID
• •• ••• •••
• •• ••• •••
b. To use a camera L ID
• • • • • •
If you have any questions about marking your answers, ask your teacher how to do it. You will be given time to finish the booklet but
work as fast as you can.
Form 790-190—850—12-44
On the separate answer sheet show whether you LIKE, are INDIFFERENT to, or DISLIKE each of the items below.
1. Drawing plans for things I wish to make.
2. Designing costumes for a play.
3. Collecting pictures of good-looking homes or buildings.
4. Saving pictures of well-furnished rooms.
5. Writing for the school newspaper.
6. Making calls on strangers to sell them tickets for school affairs.
7. Selling newspapers on the street.
8. Carrying on a campaign for selling my school yearbook or newspaper.
9. Collecting money for school activities.
10. Acting as treasurer of my class.
11. Making drawings of machinery.
12. Studying and understanding how buildings, bridges, and tunnels are built.
13. Designing patterns for weaving.
14. Making floor plans of my school building.
15. Constructing scenery for a play.
16. Making a garden.
17. Taking care of lawns.
18. Picking nuts or fruit.
19. Watering plants.
20. Raising vegetables in a garden.
21. Learning about the cause and prevention of disease.
22. Using a microscope.
23. Collecting things such as insects, butterflies, birds' eggs.
24. Learning why people act as they do.
25. Studying about experiments with animals.
26. Acting in a play.
27. Drawing cartoons about things I have read.
28. Writing jingles or poetry.
29. Singing in a glee club or chorus.
30. Playing in a school orchestra.
31 . Working as a cashier in the cafeteria or student-body store.
32. Filing cards according to a system.
33. Taking attendance in class.
34. Helping to correct papers for my class.
35. Recording minutes at a meeting.
36. Constructing cages for pets.
37. Making toys.
38. Making pieces of furniture.
39. Sewing clothes on a sewing machine.
40. Building models of airplanes, boats.
41. Raising flowers for table decoration.
42. Trimming hedges and pruning trees.
43. Digging in the earth to prepare it for planting.
44. Spraying scale-covered plants.
45. Grafting different kinds of trees.
46. Collecting and sorting different kinds of sea life.
47. Understanding how the organs of my body work,
48. Flying a kite.
49. Working with a chemistry set.
50. Trying out new inventions and new ways to do things.
51. Giving an oral report in class.
52. Writing stories.
53. Memorizing parts of poems that I like.
54. Doing folk, ballet, or tap dancing.
55. Singing folk songs in foreign languages.
56. Checking library books in and out for my class.
57. Planning a newspaper or tin foil drive.
58. Working things out for myself rather than getting someone to show me.
59. Doing something worth-while that others have not tried to do.
60. Planning the arrangements for a class trip.
61. Mending broken furniture.
62. Repairing a bicycle.
63. Fixing a clock that has broken down.
64. Mending books.
65. Repairing mechanical toys.
66. Working on a ranch.
67. Going fishing.
68. Caring for an aquarium.
69. Milking cows.
70. Studying or reading about the habits of certain kinds of animals
71. Working out mathematical problems.
72. Identifying different kinds of rocks.
73. Experimenting with coils, magnets, and motors.
74. Developing photographic negatives.
75. Building a new radio.
76. Making beautiful things of leather, paper, beads, raffia, reed, or metal.
77. Drawing maps.
78. Arranging flowers artistically.
79. Weaving, embroidering, or knitting.
80. Carving from wood.
81. Organizing programs,
82. Acting as a monitor or an office helper.
83. Organizing a club.
84. Acting as "manager" of an athletic team.
85. Planning how to run a business.
86. Operating a motion picture projector.
87. Using an electric soldering iron.
88. Helping to print my school paper.
89. Typing a paper.
90. Running a mimeograph machine.
91. Raising goats, rabbits, or other animals.
92. Taking care of a pet.
93. Growing unusual plants.
94. Helping to preserve the beauty of trees, hills, and roads.
95. Helping to build trails in the mountains.
96. Finding out how things are made.
97. Exploring parts of the country that are new to me.
98. Finding out how great distances are measured, such as that from the earth to the sun.
99. Looking up the answer to a question in an encyclopedia.
100. Taking apart and putting together clocks to learn how they work.
101. Planning a party for the class.
102. Making new games or puzzles.
103. Taking charge of a group of children or acting as teacher.
104. Helping to improve my school government.
105. Arguing for a cause which I feel is right.
106. Stopping a quarrel between children of my own age.
107. Following health rules in my daily living..
108. Cooking in camp or at home.
109. Caring for sick or helpless people.
110. Being in charge of small children.
111. Helping the teacher at noon hour instead of playing.
112. Studying about how people work in different kinds of jobs.
113. Trying to discover names and interests of other boys and girl
1 14. Holding class or student body offices.
1 15. Taking charge of class or school elections.
r
116. Serving on committees.
117. Helping poor people.
118. Playing with boys and girls of other races.
119. Talking about why countries fight each other.
120. Taking charge of my house while my parents are away.
V
NOTICE TO STUDENT; When you have finished marking your answers on the separate answer sheet turn it over and check the
numbers of the activities you like and in which you have had the most experience.
In the sample above Item 2 has been checked to show an interest for and experience in designing costumes for a play; Item 5
has been checked to show an interest for and experience in writing for the school newspaper; Item 10 to show an interest for and ex-
perience in acting as treasurer for my class.
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